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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to use geometric modules and path matrix morphisms of construct
a continuously controlled K-theory with variable coecients. The theory constructed here can
be thought of as a \pushout" of the boundedly controlled K-theory with variable coecients
constructed in D.R. Anderson, H.J. Munkholm (Geometric modules and algebraic K-Homology
theory, K-Theory 3 (1990) 561{602) and the continuously controlled K-theory with constant
coecients constructed in D.R. Anderson, F.X. Connolly, S. Ferry, E.K. Pedersen (Algebraic
K-theory with continuous control at innity, J. Pure Appl. Algebra 94 (1994) 25{47) over the
boundedly controlled K-theory with constant coecients constructed (E.K. Pedersen, C. Weibel,
K-Theory homology of spaces, Lecture Notes in Mathematics, vol. 1370, Springer, Berlin, 1989,
pp. 346{361). This theory should be directly and easily applicable in the study of stratied
spaces. This paper also relates the theory constructed here to the controlled K-theory constructed
in D.R. Anderson, F.X. Connolly, H.J. Munkholm (A comparison of continuously controlled
and controlled K-theory, Topology Appl. 71 (1996) 9{46) as an inverse limit of -controlled K-
groups and shows that, under suitable conditions, the controlled K-theory of D.R. Anderson, F.X.
Connolly, H.J. Munkholm (A comparison of continuously controlled and controlled K-theory,
Topology Appl. 71 (1996) 9{46) is a Quinn homology theory. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
MSC: 19D35; 19J99; 57R99
0. Introduction
A continuing theme in \controlled topology" over the last 15 years has been to use
geometric modules to dene and investigate algebraic invariants of geometric problems.
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One impetus to this approach was the work of Quinn [19{22] although the idea of a ge-
ometric module preceeded it by several years. Subsequently, many authors have studied
dierent forms of geometric module theory and explored their properties. Among these
are Pedersen [15] and Pedersen and Weibel [16] and [17], who studied the additive
categories of what we now call geometric modules with bounded control and constant
coecients and showed how to use their algebraic K-theory to construct a homology
theory on the category of compact Lipschitz spaces. The present authors [5] developed
these ideas further by using geometric modules with bounded control and variable co-
ecients to construct a homology theory on a certain category of maps TOP=LIPc.
More recently, Anderson et al [2] introduced the notion of geometric modules with
continuous control at innity and used the constant coecient case of this theory to
construct a homology theory on the category of compact metrizable spaces. This point
of view was subsequently used in [1, 7].
It has been clear for some time that there should be a \pushout" of these three
approaches in which a homology theory is constructed using geometric modules with
continuous control at innity and variable coecients. One motivation for constructing
such a theory is that it should be directly and easily applicable in the study of stratied
spaces. For example, suppose (X; A) is a stratied space with X − A a manifold. In
such situations, it is natural to want and to expect a classication of h-cobordisms on
X relative to A in terms of a continuously controlled Whitehead group, denoted here
heuristically by Whcc(X; A; idX ). In many such cases, the \local fundamental group"
of X at a point a2A will vary as a varies in A and it is to be expected that the
needed group Whcc(X; A; idX ) must reect this lack of constancy of the local funda-
mental group. (A typical example arises when X =M=G is the orbit space of a (nite)
group G acting on a manifold M and A= S=G where S is the entire singular set; i.e.
the collection of all points m 2 M whose isotropy subgroup Gm is non-trivial.) The
continuously controlled (cc) K-theory developed in [2] essentially assumes the local
fundamental group is constant. Thus, it is unlikely that the continuously controlled
Whitehead group dened using it will be rich enough to yield the desired classication
of h-cobordisms. Since the theory developed here allows the local fundamental groups
to vary, there is every reason to believe that it can be used to dene a continuously
controlled Whitehead group that classies h-cobordisms on X relative to A via an easily
understood, classical argument.
Another motivation for constructing the theory developed here is because of its close
connection to the controlled K-theory constructed in [3]. This connection is spelled out
in the following theorem of [3]:
Theorem 0.1. Let p :E!B be a map from the topological space E to the compact
metric space B and let i 1 be an integer. Then there is a natural short exact
sequence
0! lim1Ki(B;p)! eKcci (+p)!Ki−1(B;p)c! 0:
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Here p is the diagram B
p − H q−! pt. It is an object in the category TOP=CM
described below on which the homology theory constructed in this paper is dened.
The reader should note that there is an inconsistency between the notation used in this
paper and that used in [3]. In particular, the group denoted eKcci (+p) above is identical
with the group denoted Kcci (
+
p) in [3] and is not the same as the \reduced" K-theory
group appearing in [3]. The \reduced" K-theory group will be denoted below with (an
awkward) double tilde.
There is also a \reduced" version of this result involving Whitehead and other re-






The above exact sequence suggests a close connection between the continuously
controlled Whitehead group Whcc(+p) and the \ends of maps" problem. We recall this
problem. Let p :M!B be a continuous map where M is a manifold and B is a compact
metric space. The ends of maps question is, \Under what conditions is it possible to
imbed M in a compact manifold M 0, having boundary @M 0 and M =M 0 − @M 0, and
to extend p to a map p0 :M 0!B?". In celebrated, but complicated, work Quinn, [19,
20], gave an obstruction whose vanishing is necessary and sucient for the solution of
the ends of maps problem. Chapman considerably claried this work in his monograph
[8]. A comparison of Chapman’s results and the structure of the above exact sequence
strongly suggests the theory developed here can be used to dene a single invariant
lying in Whcc(+p) that is the full obstruction to solving the end problem. Furthermore,
it is hoped that the algebra developed in this paper will make the denition of this end
invariant and the establishment of its properties proceed by standard, simple arguments.
The reader should consult [3; Section 1.2, pp. 11{12 and Remark (4), p. 43] for a
more complete discussion of this suggestion.
We now describe how the continuous controlled K-theory constructed in this paper
arises. We introduce the category TOP cc=LC in which an object, (X ; B;p), is a
map p :E!X where X =X − B, X is a locally compact, Hausdor space, and B
is a compact subspace.We then dene a functor GMcc :TOP cc=LC!ADDCAT,
the category of additive categories. It assigns to the object (X ; B;p) in TOP cc=LC,
the category GMcc(X ; B;p) whose objects are geometric modules in E and whose
morphisms are path matrix morphisms having continuous control at B. This construction
is discussed in more detail in Section 3. By combining the geometric module functor
with the idempotent completion and K-theory classifying space functors, we obtain a
functor
KdGMcc :TOP cc=LC!TOP
where TOP is the category of pointed spaces.
What we really want, however, is a spectrum valued functor. To obtain this, we
introduce another category TOP=CM in which an object  is a diagram of spaces
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and maps (B
p − H q−! X ). Intuitively, we think of the objects in TOP=CM as
holink diagrams since for any pair (X ; B), the initial and end point projections t the
holink of B in X into the diagram
B holink(B; X )!X:
There is also an external cone functor c :TOP=CM!TOPcc =C and the composite
functor
GMcc(c(−)) :TOP=CM!ADDCAT
is regarded as dening geometric module theory on TOP=CM. What makes the cate-
gory TOP=CM more tractable is that it supports a suspension functor S :TOP=CM
!TOP=CM under which K-theory behaves well. In particular,in Section 7, we
show that for any 2TOP=CM, the collection of spaces eKcc()=
fKdGMcc(cSn)g is an 
-spectrum.
Let SPEC be the category of 
-spectra. The following theorem is one of the main
results of this paper. It is proved in Section 7 as Theorem 7.1.
Theorem 0.2. The functor eKcc :TOP=CM!SPEC is a homology theory on
TOP=CM; that is; it has the following properties:
(1) For each object 2TOP=CM; eKcc(v) is contractible; and









The functor v : TOP=CM!TOP=CM appearing in (1) is the internal cone
functor. It is dened in Section 1. The decomposition diagrams and cobrations men-
tioned in (2) are discussed in Sections 6 and 2, respectively.
By taking the homotopy groups of the spectrum eKcc(), we obtain a reduced ho-
mology theory eK cc on TOP=CM. The properties of this theory are summarized in
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Corollary 7.2. It is then a straightforward exercise to construct a relative homology the-
ory by dening groups K(; ) for certain pairs (; ) in TOP=CM. The properties
of this theory are summarized in Theorem 7.3.
It is also possible to use the boundedly controlled geometric module theory of [5]
to dene a functor
GMbc :TOP=CM!ADDCAT:
This takes advantage of the fact that O(B) is a metric space and uses a variation of the
large open cone functor O of [15] and [5] to assign to each =(B
p − H q−! X ) a
map O(p) to O(B). The argument given in [5] then shows that the collection of spaces
eKbc()= fKdGMbc(O(SnB);O(Snp))g is an 
-spectrum.
The nal theme in this paper is to explore the relationship between the functors
eKbc; eKcc :TOP=CM!SPEC:
This is done in Section 9 by observing that an obvious homeomorphism induces a
natural transformation # :GMbc(O( );O( ))!GMcc(c( )) and hence also a natural
transformation  : eKbc! eKcc.
The following theorem is the second main result of this paper. It is proved in Section
9 as Theorem 9.1.
Theorem 0.3. Let =(B
p − H q−! X )2TOP=CM. If there is a simplicial com-
plex K with jK j=B whose skeleta present  as a stratied system of brations;
then
 : eKbc()! eKcc()
is a weak homotopy equivalence of spectra. Hence  induces an isomorphism on
algebraic K-theory.
The reader should see Section 9 for a discussion of what it means for  to be a
stratied system of brations.
This paper was rst written in the summer of 1994. We take advantage of some
developments since then to add a new Section 10 to this paper in which we examine
the controlled K-theory of [3] more closely, at least in some cases. In particular, in
the new Section 10, we prove the following theorems:
Theorem 0.4. Suppose p :E!B has the property that B= jK j is the underlying space
of a simplicial complex relative to which p admits an iterated mapping cylinder
structure. Let i 1. Then lim1Ki(B;p)=0. Hence there is an isomorphism
 : eKcci (+p)!Ki−1(B;p)c:
As above, p is the diagram B
p − E q−! pt.
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Here is a general method for constructing maps satisfying the hypotheses of
Theorem 0.4: Start with a simplicial complex K . Let cat(K) be the category obtained
by regarding K as a partially ordered set and F : cat(K)op!TOP be a functor, where
TOP is the category of spaces. Let E be the homotopy colimit of F over cat(K)op.
It is easy to see that the obvious map p :E!jK j has an iterated mapping cylinder
structure. We call p the geometric realization of (K; F) and write p= j(K; F)j. It is
actually easy to see that all maps p : E!B= jK j having an iterated mapping cylinder
structure relative to K arise via this construction.
In fact, such pairs (K; F) can be assembled into a category by declaring a morphism
(K1; F1)! (K2; F2) to be a pair (f; ) where f : K1!K2 is a simplicial map and  :
F1!F2(catf) is a natural transformation. Here catf is the obvious functor induced
by f. We follow the notation of [6] and denote this category by TOP=SIMP. The
reader should consult [6; p. 46 .] for more details.
Theorem 0.5. The functor that sends (K; F) 2TOP=SIMP to
fKi(B;p(K; F))c j i 0g
extends to a Quinn homology theory from TOP=SIMP to integer graded abelian
groups. In particular; there is a spectral sequence Ers; t with E
2
s; t =Hs(cat(K);Kt(F))
part of which converges to K(B;p(K; F))c.
It is useful to compare Theorem 0.5 with other similar results in the literature.
In [16, 17], Pedersen and Weibel develop K-theory with bounded control and con-
stant coecients and show it is a homology theory. In [5], the present authors extend
the Pedersen{Weibel results to the variable coecient case; while [2] introduces K-
theory with continuous control and constant coecients and shows it is a homology
theory. Although none of these papers deals with the question of whether the homology
theory under consideration is a Quinn homology theory, in the boundedly controlled
case that question is resolved in the armative in [6].
For some geometric applications, however, it is K-theory with -control that is of
interest. At the Whitehead and projective class group level, geometrically dened ver-
sions of these groups were developed and used by Chapman [8]. In [21, 22], Quinn
suggests a geometric module approach to dening -controlled K-theory and the full
details of this approach are worked out in [23]. In fact, that paper contains careful
deniitions of Ki-groups for i 1. A second approach to the -controlled groups is
given in [3].
For other applications, it is Kic, the controlled Ki group, obtained as the inverse
limit of -controlled Ki group that is important. It is in this context that Theorem 0.5
is of interest since it is a pervasive part of the folklore that, in some great degree
of generality, controlled K-theory in this sense is a Quinn homology theory and can
be computed via a spectral sequence of the sort above. The problem with a careless
reliance on the folklore lies in deciding \In what degree of generality is such a result
true?". Careful workers, who want to use controlled K-theory in studying geometric
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problems, need an answer to this question so they can know with certainty that the
groups they are considering are indeed part of a Quinn homology theory and that the
spectral sequence, or other, calculations being done actually calculate what is desired.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, Section 10 of this paper is the rst instance in
which results of the above sort, based on geometric modules, are given detailed proofs
and thereby provide some clarication for a murky part of the folklore.
The reader should consult Section 1.2 in [3] for further clarication about what
Theorems 0.4 and 0.5 do and do not establish.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 contains the denitions of the categories
TOP cc=LC and TOP=CM and descriptions of the suspension and the external and
internal cone functors. Section 2 denes cobrations in TOP cc=LC and TOP=CM
and establishes their essential properties. After discussing the general idea of a geo-
metric module, Section 3 goes on to set up both the continuously, and the boundedly,
controlled versions of this theory. Sections 4{6 contain the results needed to prove the
main theorems; while the proofs of those results come in Sections 7 and 9. Finally,
Section 8 contains some easy calculations, one of which plays an essential role in [3].
The rst named author would like to thank to the Mathematical Sciences Research
Institute (Berkeley), the University of Connecticut, and the Institut for Matematik og
Datalogi at Odense University (Denmark) for their kind hospitality during dierent
periods during the preparation of this paper. The second named author would like to
extend similar thanks to the University of Notre Dame and the Mathematical Sciences
Research Institute (Berkeley).
Both authors would also like to thank several unknown colleagues whose long delays
in refereeing this paper have made the inclusion of Theorems 0.4 and 0.5 possible.
1. The categories TOP cc=LC and TOP=CM∗
In this section, we introduce the categories TOP cc=LC and TOP=CM that are
used throughout this paper and collect a few of their basic properties. Since it is used
repeatedly in this paper, we begin by recalling the teardrop topology.
Let (X ; B;p) be a triple consisting of a space X , a closed subspace B, and a con-
tinuous function (i.e. a map) p :E!X where X =X − B. We assign to this triple a
space E=E(X ; B;p) and a map p :E!X constructed as follows: In the category of
sets, E=EqB, X =X qB, and p=pq1 :E!X . To make E into a space, we give it
the teardrop topology relative to p; that is, the smallest topology on E for which the
inclusion E!E is an open embedding and for which p is continuous. This topology
has a basis consisting of fW E j W is openg [ fp−1(U )=p−1(U )[ (U \ B) j U is
open in X g. The name is justied by the rst of the following remarks.
Remark 1.1. Suppose (X ; B)= (B (0; 1]; B 1) and p :E!B (0; 1]. Then the
topology on E above agrees with the teardrop topology of [13].
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Remark 1.2. A function f : Y !E is continuous if and only if f−1(E) is open in Y
and the maps fj :f−1(E)!E and pf are continuous.
Remark 1.3. A net feg in E converges to b2B if and only if the net fp(e)g con-
verges to b in X .
We now describe the variation on the mapping cylinder construction that is used
in this paper. Suppose f :X ! Y is continuous. The mapping cylinder of f, denoted
Cyl(f), is the space obtained by endowing Y q (0; 1]X with the teardrop topol-
ogy relative to 1f : (0; 1]X ! (0; 1]Y  [0; 1]Y . We note that if there is a








then there is an induced map Cyl(g; h) :Cyl(f1)!Cyl(f2). Thus, we can regard Cyl
as a functor on the category of morphisms of spaces. This construction will be used
later in this section.
We allow the possibility that X and f are both empty, in which case Cyl(f)=Y .
The dierence between Cyl(f) and the usual mapping cylinder M (f) can be de-
scribed quite precisely. Recall that M (f) is the quotient space obtained from Y q
[0; 1]X by identifying (0; x) with f(x). There is an obvious continuous bijection
i :M (f)!Cyl(f). Although i is not a homeomorphism in general, it is a homeomor-
phism if X is compact. The reader should note, however, that there is still a deformation
retraction of Cyl(f) onto Y obtained by \pulling down along the mapping cylinder
lines".
A special case of the mapping cylinder construction arises when Y = fvg is a single
point. In this case, we denote Cyl(f) by vX and call it the cone on X . Note that
v;= v. Note also that a subset of vX is a neighborhood of v if and only if it contains
a set of the form fvg[ (0; r)X with r>0. As was noted above, vX is not in general
homeomorphic to the usual cone on X . However, the usual cone on X and vX are
homeomorphic when X is compact. In either case, we frequently endow points of vX
with polar coordinates and write x= [t; ] where t 2 [0; 1] and 2X .
Two variations of the mapping cylinder construction will also be needed. If f :X ! Y
is a map, the open mapping cylinder on f is the space cyl(f)=Cyl(f)−f1gX ;
while the large open mapping cylinder on f is the space obtained by endowing the set
Y q (0;1)X with the teardrop topology with respect to the map if : (0;1)X !
[0;1)Y where i : (0;1)! [0;1) is the inclusion. This space is denoted OM(f).
Like Cyl, OM is a functor on the category of morphisms of spaces. Note that the
map Y q (0;1)X ! Y q (0; 1)X that is the identity on Y and sends (t; x) to
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(t=(t + 1); x) induces a homeomorphism
= (f) :OM(f)! cyl(f)
and that f(f)g :OM! cyl is a natural equivalence.
In the case when Y = fvg is a single point, cyl(f) and OM(f), respectively, are




Suppose now that X =B is compact and metrizable. Then B has a metric d under
which diamB 2. We choose one such metric and recall from [24] that if x= [t; ] and
y= [s; ] are points in O(B), then, because diam X  2,
(x; y)=minfs; tgd(; ) + jt − sj
is a metric on vB which we call a standard metric.
We now dene the category TOP cc=LC. An object in this category is a triple
(X ; B;p) with X a locally compact, Hausdor space; BX compact; and p :E!X
=X −B a continuous map with E Hausdor. We call X the base space of (X ; B;p), B
its space at innity, E its total space, and p its projection. A morphism f : (X 1; B1;p1)
! (X 2; B2;p2) is a continuous map f :E1!E2 that admits a continuous extension
f :E1!E2 with f−1(B2)=B1. (Thus f restricts maps fE :E1!E2 and fB :B1!B2):
It is further required that the relation p2fp
−1
1 be proper in the sense that if K2X 2
is compact, then p1f
−1
p−12 (K2) is contained in a compact set K1 and that if K2X2,
then K1X1. We note that since the spaces Ei (i=1; 2) are Hausdor, there is a unique
extension f of f to the closure of E1 in E1.
Let (X ; B;p)2TOP cc=LC. A family F of subsets of X is locally nite if each
point x2X has a neighborhood that meets only nitely many sets from F. A locally
nite family F of subsets of X is called continuously controlled (or simply cc) if for
each b2B and each neighborhood U of b in X , there is a neighborhood V of b with
V U so that if F 2F has V \F 6= ;, then F U . A family F of subsets of E is
called continuously controlled (or simply cc) if p(F)= fp(K) j K 2Fg is cc. Note
that for F to be cc, p(F) must be locally nite.
Proposition 1.4 below will be needed in Section 3; while Proposition 1.5 is used in
Section 2.
Proposition 1.4. Let f : (X ; B1;p1)! (X 2; B2;p2) be a morphism in TOP cc=LC and
F be a family of compact subsets of E1. If F is cc in E1; then f(F)= ff(K) j
K 2Fg is cc in E2.
Proposition 1.5. Let (X ; B)= (B [0; 1]; Bf1g) where B is a compact metric space.
Let F be a family of compact subsets of X =X − B. Then F is cc if and only if
the following conditions hold:
(1) Let 1 :B [0; 1]!B be projection on the rst factor. For each >0; there
are only nitely many sets F 2F with diam1(F)>; and
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(2) Let 2 :B [0; 1]! [0; 1] be projection on the second factor. For each number
d with 0<d<1; there are only nitely many sets F 2F with 2(F)\ [0; d] 6= ;.
Proof of Proposition 1.4. Let x2 2X2 and let K2X2 be a compact neighborhood of
x2. Since X 2 is locally compact, Hausdor and B2 is closed, such a K2 exists. Then
by denition K1 =Cl (p1f
−1
p−12 (K2)) is a compact set in X1. Since p1F is locally
nite, an elementary compactness argument shows that only nitely many sets of F
intersect p−11 (K1). It follows easily that only nitely many sets of p2f(F) intersect
K2. Hence p2f(F) is locally nite.
Now suppose that f(F) is not cc. Then p2f(F) is also not cc. This means
there is a point b2 2B2 and a neighborhood U2 of b2 in X 2 such that for each
neighborhood W of b2 with W U2, there is a set KW 2F and points aW ; bW 2KW
having p2f(aW )2W and p2f(aW ) =2U2. Since X 2 is locally compact, we may as-
sume U2 is compact. Consider the net faWg. Since p2f(aW )2W U2; p1(aW )2
p1f−1p−12 (U2)Cl(p1fp−12 (U2)) where f :E1!E2 is a continuous extension of
f. Since the latter set is compact and p1F is locally nite, the net fp1(aW )g has
a limit point b1 2B1. Since f is continuous, f(b1) is a limit point of ff(aW )g. Since
the latter net converges to b2 by construction, we must have f(b1)= b2. On the other
hand, since F is cc, b1 is also a limit point of the net fbWg. Hence b2 =f(b1) is
a limit point of ff(bW )g. But by construction ff(bW )g\p−12 (U2)= ;. Since U2 is
a neighborhood of b2, this is a contradiction and f(F) is cc in E2. This completes
the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 1.5. Suppose F is a cc family. Then condition (2) follows easily
from the local niteness of F and the compactness of B. To show (1) holds, let >0
be given. For b2B, let N (b; ) be the -ball with center b and set Ub=N (b; =4)
(1 − =4; 1]B [0; 1]. Then Ub is a neighborhood of (b; 1). Let Vb be a smaller
neighborhood of (b; 1) with the property that if F 2F has F \Vb 6= ;, then F Ub.
Since F is cc, such a neighborhood Vb exists. By the compactness of B, there is
a d>0 so that B (d; 1]SVb where the union runs over b2B. Let F 2F. There
are two possibilities: either F B [0; d] or F \B [d; 1] 6= ;. By (1), there are only
nitely many F of the rst sort. If F \B [d; 1] 6= ;, then for some b2B, F \Vb 6= ;.
Hence F Ub and diam 1(F) =2<. Condition (2) follows.
Suppose (1) and (2) hold. Let U be a neighborhood of (b; 1)2Bf1g and choose
d and  so that N (b; ) (d; 1]U . Let F1; : : : Fr be the nitely many sets in F
that have non-empty intersection with B [0; d] and choose e with d<e<1 so that
Fi \B (e; 1]= ; (i=1; : : : ; r). Let Fr+1; : : : ; Fs be the nitely many sets in F with
diam 1(F)>=4 and choose a neighborhood V 0 of (b; 1) so that V 0 \Fi= ; (i=
r + 1; : : : ; s). Now set V =V 0 \N (b; =4) (e; 1] and suppose F \V 6= ;. Then ; 6=
F \N (b; =4) (e; 1]B (e; 1]. Hence F 6=Fi (i=1; : : : ; r); so F B (d; 1]. But
also F \V 0 6= ;. Hence F 6=Fi (i= r+1; : : : ; s) and diam 1(F)<=4. Since F \V V
N (b; =4) (e; 1]; 1(F \V )N (b; =4). Hence 1(F)\N (b; =4) 6= ;. Let x be
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a point in the latter intersection. Then if y2 1(F), we have
(b; y) (b; x) + (x; y) =4 + =4<
where  is the metric on B. Hence y2N (b; ) and F N (b; ) [0; 1). It now follows
easily that F N (b; ) (d; 1]U . This shows that F is a cc family and completes
the proof of Proposition 1.5.
The category TOP=CM is dened as follows: an object =(B
p − H q−! X ) is
a diagram of spaces and continuous maps in which B is compact and metrizable, and
H and X are Hausdor. We allow the possibility that H = ;; in which case p and q
are the empty maps. The space B is called the base of  and p is called its projection.
A morphism f : 1! 2 is a triple of continuous maps f=(fB; fH ; fX ) making the











There are two functors, the internal cone and the suspension,
v; S :TOP=CM!TOP=CM
that map TOP=CM to itself and are of importance in this paper. In addition, there
is the external cone functor
c :TOP=CM !TOP cc=LC
between TOP=CM and TOP cc=LC. Before dening these functors, we note that
any object =(B








in which v is the one point space and vY (Y =X; B) is the only map from Y to v.
Hence there are a induced maps
vp=Cyl(p; vX ) :Cyl(q)!Cyl(vB)= vB;
the restriction of vp,

vp : cyl(q)! vB;
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and
OM(p)=OM(p; vX ) :OM(q)!O(B):
We now dene the internal cone functor v. If =(B
p − H q−! X ) is an object in
TOP=CM, we set
v()= (vB
vp −Cyl(q) r−!X );
where r :Cyl(q)!X is the obvious retraction. Since B is compact and metrizable,
so is vB and v is again an object of TOP=CM. If f=(fB; fH ; fX ) : 1! 2 is
a morphism in TOP=CM, the denition of v is completed by setting
v(f)= (vfB;Cyl(fH ; fX ); fX ):
We remark that if =(; ;!X ), then v()= (v X 1!X ).
The suspension functor in TOP=CM is dened as follows : If 2TOP=CM,
then S= v+[ v− is two copies of v glued together along their common bases .
More explicitly, if =(B
p − H q−! X ), then S is the object
v+B[ Bv−B
v+p[ v−p −−−−− Cyl(q)[Cyl(q) r [ r−!X;
where the two copies of Cyl(q) are glued together along the common subspace H =
f1gH . Since it is easy to give SB= v+B[B v−B a metric which agrees with the
standard metric on each subcone, S is again an object in TOP=CM. Similarly, if
f : 1! 2, then Sf= v+f[ v−f is obtained by gluing two copies of vf together.





c(f)= cyl(fH ; fX );
We note that since

vp has total space E= cyl(q)=X q (0; 1)H which is homeo-
morphic to X q (−1; 1)H , E is homeomorphic to X q (−1; 1)H q B and is just
the double mapping cylinder Cyl(q)[Cyl(p), where the union is over H f0g. Thus
Cyl(fH ; fx)[Cyl(fH ; fB) :E1!E2 is the required extension of c(f) over E1.
For later reference, we record the fact that for each =(B
p − H q−! X ) in










in which the maps  are the homeomorphisms described earlier in this section.
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2. Cobrations in TOP=CM∗ and TOP cc=LC
In this section we dene cobrations in TOP=CM and TOP cc=LC and establish
the properties of cobrations that will be needed in this paper.
Some preliminary denitions are needed.
Let p :H!B be a continuous map to a compact, metrizable space,  be a metric for
B, and K= fK j 2Ag be a family of subsets of H . We say K is controlled relative
to  if for each >0, -diamp(K)> for at most nitely many 2A. We say that K
is controlled if it is controlled relative to some metric  on B. The following lemma,
whose proof comes at the end of the section, shows that if K is controlled relative to
one metric on B, then it is controlled relative to any metric on B. Thus, the property
of being controlled is independent of the metric on B.
Lemma 2.1. Let p :H!B where B is compact and metrizable. Let K= fK j 2Ag
be a family of compact subsets of H and 1 and 2 be metrics for B. If K is
controlled relative to 1; then K is controlled relative to 2.
A family of maps ff :X!H j 2Ag is controlled if ff(X) j 2Ag is controlled.
Let pk :Hk!Bk (k =1; 2) be maps. An embedding f :p1!p2 is a pair of
embeddings fH :H1!H2 and fB :B1!B2 with p2fH =fBp1. If f :p1!p2 is an
embedding, we identify H1 and B1 with their images under fH and fB, respectively,
consider p1 a submap of p2, and often write this pair simply as (p2; p1).
Let f :p1!p2 be an embedding. We say that (p2; p1) is controlled k-connected
relative to f if
(0) For each countable family of maps
ff :D0!H2 j 2Ag
for which either fp2f(D0) j 2Ag=DB1 or all limit points of D are in B1, there
is a nite set A0A and a controlled family of homotopies
fF : (D0 I; D0f1g)! (H2; H1) j 2A− A0g
with F jD0f0g=f; and
(1) For each 0<l k and each controlled family of maps
ff : (Dl; @Dl)! (H2; H1) j 2Ag;
there is a nite subset AlA and a controlled family of homotopies
fF : (Dl I; Dlf1g)! (H2; H1) j 2A− Alg
relative to @Dl with F jDlf0g=f.
If the following condition also holds, we say (p2; p1) is controlled (k+12)-connected.
(2) For each controlled family of maps
ff : (Dk+1; @Dk+1)! (H2; H1) j 2Ag;
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there is a nite subset Ak+1A and a controlled family of maps
fg :Dk+1!H1 j 2A− Ak+1g
with g j @Dk+1 =f j @Dk+1.
Let f :p1!p2 be an embedding and identify H1 and B1 with their images un-
der fH and fB, respectively. Following [20], we say p1 is a p-NDR of p2 if there
are neighborhoods UY of Y1 in Y2 (Y =H; B) with UH =p−12 (UB) and homotopies
FY :UY  I! Y2 with p2FH =FB(p2 1), FY (x; t)= x if (x; t)2UY f0g[Y1 I , and
FY (UY f1g)Y1.
The following lemma, whose proof is given at the end of this section, gives a cri-
terion for recognizing when a map f :p1!p2 is highly connected.
Lemma 2.2. Let f :p1!p2 be an embedding such that p1 is a p-NDR of p2. Then
(p2; p1) is controlled k-connected for every k.
A morphism f=(fB; fH ; fX ) : (B1
p1 − H1 q1−! X1) ! (B2 p2 − H2 q2−! X2) in
TOP=CM is called an embedding if each of the maps fB, fH , and fX is an em-
bedding. It is called a cobration if it is an embedding, the pair (p2; p1) is controlled
3
2 -connected, and fX is
3
2 -connected (i.e. k(X2; X1)= 0 for k =0; 1 and fX : 1(X1)!
1(X2) is an isomorphism).
Corollary 2.3. Let f=(fB; fH ; fX ) : 1! 2 be an embedding in TOP=CM where
k =(Bk
p − Hk q−! Xk) (k =1; 2). If p1 is a p-NDR of p2 relative to (fH ; fB) and
fX is 32 -connected, then f is a cobration in TOP=CM
:
The following result, whose proof is given at the end of this section, is one of the
two main results of this section. It is needed in Section 6.
Proposition 2.4. Let f : 1! 2 be a cobration in TOP=CM. Then vf : v1! v2
and Sf : S1! S2 are also cobrations in TOP=CM.
Let (X ; B;p) be an object in TOP cc=LC with p :E!X . A family of maps ff :
X!E j 2Ag is cc if the family ff(X) j 2Ag of subsets of E is cc.
Let f : (X1; B1;p1)! (X2; B2;p2) be a morphism in TOP cc=LC. We say that f is
ber preserving if there is a continuous, proper map g :X1!X2 for which g−1(B2)=B1
and an extension f :E1!E2 of f for which p2f= gp1. We call f a cobration if
it is ber preserving, the maps f :E1!E2 and g :X1!X2 are embeddings, g(X1) is
closed in X2, and f has the properties listed below. For convenience, we shall identify
E1 with its image under f in this list.
(0) For each family of maps ff :D0!E2 j 2Ag for which p2 :A!X2 given
by p2()=p2f(D0) is proper, there is a cc homotopy fF : (D0 I; D0f1g)!
(E2; E1) j 2Ag with F jD0f0g=f;
(1) For each cc family of maps ff : (D1; @D1)! (E2; E1) j 2Ag, there is a cc
family of homotopies fF : (D1 I; D1f1g)! (E2; E1) j 2Ag relative to @D1 with
F jD1f0g=f; and
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(2) If ff : (D2; @D2)! (E2; E1) j 2Ag is a cc family of maps, then there is a cc
family fg :D2!E1 j 2Ag with g j @D2 =f j @D2.
The following proposition, whose proof is given at the end of the section, is the
other main result of this section:
Proposition 2.5. Let f : 1! 2 be a cobration in TOP=CM. Then cf : c1! c2
is a cobration in TOP cc=LC.
We turn now to the deferred proofs.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. SupposeK is not controlled relative to 2. Then there is an >0
so that innitely many K 2K have 2-diamp(K)>. Call these fKi j i=1; 2; 3; : : :g.
Then there exist xi; yi 2Ki with 2(p(xi); p(yi))>. SinceK is 1-controlled, for each
n=1; 2; 3; : : :, only nitely many of the Ki have 1-diamp(Ki)>1=n. By passing to a
subsequence, we may assume that for all n, 1-diamp(Kn) 1=n. Since B is compact,
the sequence fp(xi) j i=1; 2; 3; : : :g has a 1-convergent subsequence fp(xik)g. Suppose
p(xik ) 1-converges to b. Since 1(p(xi); p(yi)) 1=n for all i n, p(yik) is also
1-convergent to b. Since 1 and 2 induce the same topology on B, p(xik) and p(yik)
are also 2-convergent to b. This implies that 2(p(xik ); p(yik))! 0 as k!1 which
contradicts the choice of xi and yi.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We rst endow B2 with a metric  which will remain xed
throughout this proof. Suppose 0<l k and that ff : (Dl; @Dl)! (H2; H1) j 2Ag is
a controlled family of maps. Since B1 and B2−UB are disjoint closed subsets of B2,
d(B1; B2−UB)= >0. Let = =3 and choose a nite set AlA so that if 2A−Al,
then diam p2f(Dl) . Since p2f(@Dl)B1, this implies that p2f(Dl)UB for all
2A−Al. Hence f(Dl)UH for 2A−Al, and we may let F=FH (f 1) :Dl I
!H2. Then F is a homotopy relative to @Dl from f to a map into H1. The rest of the
proof consists of showing that the family fF : (Dl I; @Dl I [Dlf1g)! (H2; H1) j
2A−Alg is controlled.
Let >0 be given. Since B1 is compact, there is an open neighborhood V of B1
in B2 with VUB and such that if z 2V, then diamFB(z I) =3. Since B1 and
B2 − V are disjoint closed subsets of the compact space B2, there is an 0  with
Vfb2B2 jd(b; B1) 0g. Let the nite set AA be chosen so that if 2A − A,
then diam p2f(Dl) 0. Since ffg is controlled such an A exists. We show that
if 2A−Al−A, then diamp2F(Dl I) . To see this, we note rst that since
p2f(Dl)\B1p2f(@Dl) 6= ; and diam p2f(Dl) 0, p2f(Dl)V. Now if
(x; t); (y; s)2Dl I , then x0=p2F(x; t)=p2FH (f(x); t)=FB(p2f(x); t) and y0=
FB(p2f(y); s) have
(x0; y0) (x0; p2f(x)) + (p2f(x); p2f(y)) + (p2f(y); y0) 3 =3 :
Here we have used the facts that if z 2UB, then FB(z; 0)= z and that diam FB(z I)
=3 if z 2V. From this it follows that diam p2F(Dl I)  for all but nitely many
2A−Al and that fF j 2A−Alg is controlled.
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We leave the easy adaptation of this proof to the case k =0 to the reader. This
completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
Proof of Proposition 2.4. We give the proof only for the suspension case since the
proof in the cone case is similar.
Let =(B
p − H q−! X ) and recall that then S=(SB Sp − Cyl(q)[Cyl(q) r[r−! X ).
We view SB as the quotient space obtained from [−1; 1]B by collapsing f−1gB
and f1gB to the points v− and v+ respectively. If 0<r<1, we let v−(r)B and
v+(r)B be the images of [−1;−1 + r]B and [1− r; 1]B, respectively, in SB.
The metric  on SB is required to restrict to standard metrics  on vB and to
have value
(x; y)=minf−(x; z) + +(z; y) j z 2f0gBg
if x and y are not in the same subcone. Note that the metrics  are now given by
the formulas
−(x; y)=minf1 + s; 1 + tgd(; ) + j t − s j
and
+(x; y)=minf1− s; 1− tgd(; ) + j t − s j;
respectively, where x= [t; ] and y= [s; ]. From this it is easy to see that the obvious
map SB! [−1; 1] is distance decreasing and that if t; s2 [−1 + r; 1 − r] for some
0<r<1, then
rd(; ) (x; y):
The proof now requires two lemmas.
Lemma 2.6. Let fK j2Ag be a controlled family of compact subsets of Cyl(q)[
Cyl(q) and set L=(Sp)(K)SB. Then there is a decreasing sequence of numbers
rn (n5) with 0<rn<2=
p
n and a decomposition of A as
A=qfAn j n=0 or n 5gqfA0n j n=0 or n 5gqC
with the following properties:
(1) If 2A0 ; then L= fvg;
(2) If 2A00; then L= fxg for some x2 SB− fv−; v+g;
(3) If 2An ; then L v(2=
p
n)B;
(4) If 2A0n; then diam L<1=n and Ln [−1 + rn; 1− rn]B; and
(5) As n!1; 1=nrn! 0.
Furthermore C; An and A
0
n for n 5 are nite.
Proof. Let C0 = f 2 A j diam L=0g, Cn= f2A j 1=(n+1) diam L<1=ng (n 5),
and C = f2A j 1=5 diam Lg. Clearly A is the disjoint union of the C0s. Furthermore
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C and Cn (n 5) are nite since f j 1=(n + 1) diam Lg is nite since fK j 2Ag
is controlled. We complete the proof by partitioning each Cn into a disjoint union
A−n qA0nqA+n . Notice that 2C0 if and only if L is a single point. Hence C0 =A−0 q
A00qA+0 where A0 and A00 are as described in (1) and (2) above. Let An = f2Cn jL
 v(2=
p
n)Bg and A0n=Cn − (A−n [A+n ). Since Cn is nite, so are An and A0n. Hence





n)B. Since n 5, 1=n<2 − 4=pn. Since diam L<1=n, this implies that
L \ [−1 + 2=
p
n; 1− 2=pn]B 6= ;. Then simple estimates using the metric  on SB
show that L [−1 + rn; 1 − rn]B where rn=(2
p
n − 1)=n. It follows easily from
this that A0n satises (4). Since (5) follows from simple calculations, this completes
the proof of the lemma.
It is now convenient to represent Cyl(q)[Cyl(q)=X q (0; 1]H [X q (0; 1]H
as X q (−1; 1)H q X . Here the rst (respectively, second) copy of X q (0; 1]H
corresponds to X q (−1; 0]H (respectively, [0; 1)H qX ) under the map that sends
(t; y)2 (0; 1]H to (t − 1; y) (respectively, (1− t; y)) and is the identity on X .
Lemma 2.7. Let fK j 2A0g be a controlled family of subsets of (−1; 1)H Cyl
(q)[Cyl(q). Suppose that there is a decreasing sequence of numbers rn (n 5) with
0<rn<2=
p
n and that there is a decomposition of A0 as A0=A00qfA0n j n 5g with
the following properties:
(1) If 2A00; then (Sp)(K)= fxg for some x 2 SB− fv−; v+g;
(2) For each n 5; A0n is nite and if 2A0n; then diam (Sp)(K)<1=n and Kn [−1+
rn; 1− rn]H ; and
(3) As n!1; 1=nrn! 0.
Let 2 : (−1; 1)H!H be projection on the second factor. Then f2(K) j 2A0g
is a controlled family of subsets of H relative to p.
Proof. We must show that for each >0, diam p2(K)  for only nitely many
2A0. It suces to show that there is a N>0 so that if 2A0n for either nN or
n=0, then diamp2(K)<.
If 2A00, then diamp2(K)= 0 since by (1) p2(K) is a point. Now, use (3) to
choose N>0 so that if n>N , then 1=nrn<. Let nN and 2A0n. We show that then
diamp2(K)<. To see this, let x0; y0 2K. Since K [−1+rn; 1−rn] by (2), we may
write x0= [t; 0] and y0= [s; 0] for 0; 0 2H . Let x=(Sp)(x0); y=(Sp)(y0); =p(0)
and =p(0). It follows from the remarks preceding Lemma 2.6 that rnd(; )
(x; y). But since x; y2 (Sp)(K) and diam (Sp)(K)<1=n by (2), (x; y)<1=n and we
must have rnd(; ) 1=n. Hence d(; )<1=nrn<. Since =p2(x0) and =p2(y0),
this shows that diam p2(K)< and completes the proof.
We now continue the proof of Proposition 2.4 by showing that Sf satises condition
(1) for being a cobration. So let ff : (D1; @D1)! (Cyl(q2)[Cyl(q2); Cyl(q1)[Cyl
(q1)) j 2Ag be a controlled family of maps. We wish to show there is a nite subset
C0A and a controlled family of homotopies fF : (D1 I; D1f1g)! (Cyl(q2)[Cyl
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(q2); Cyl(q1)[Cyl(q1)) j 2A−C0g relative to @D1 with F jD1f0g=f. To do
this, we let f(D1) play the role of K in Lemma 2.6 and consider the decomposition
of A it gives. We let the set C of Lemma 2.6 play the role of C0. The construction of
F ( =2C) now proceeds according to cases.
Case 1: 2A0 . In this case f(D1) (Sp)−1(v)=X2 and f(@D1)X1. Since
(X2; X1) is 32 -connected, there is a homotopy F
0 : (D1 I; D1f1g)! (X2; X1) relative
to @D1 with F 0 jD1f0g=f. We set F= iF0 where i :X2!Cyl(q2)[Cyl(q2)
is the appropriate inclusion. Notice that for all  2 A0, diam (Sp)(F(D1 I))= 0.
Case 2: 2An . In this case, f(D1) (Sp)−1(v(2=
p
n)B) which is homeomor-
phic to X2q (0; 2=
p
n]H2. We now combine the deformation retraction of this space
onto X2 obtained by pulling down along the mapping cylinder lines with the fact that






F 0 jD1f0g=f and F 0(D1f1g)X1. Since this homotopy takes place entirely
above v(2=
p
n)B, diam (Sp)(F 0(D
1 I)) diam v(2=
p
n)B 4=pn. Note that F 0 is
not a homotopy relative to @D1. However, by elementary arguments there is a homo-
topy F relative to @D1 with the required properties and with F(D1 I)=F 0(D1 I).
In particular, diam (Sp)(F(D1 I)) 4=
p
n.
Case 3: 2A0=qfA0n j n=0 or n 5g. In this case, we let f(D1)=K and note
that fKg and A0 satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.7. Hence f2f : (D1; @D1)!
(H2; H1) j 2A0g is a controlled family of maps. Since f : 1! 2 is a cobration, it
follows that there is a controlled family of homotopies fF 0 : (D1 I; D1f1g)!(H2;
H1) j 2A0g relative to @D1 with F 0 jD1f0g= 2f. We now dene F :D1 I!
(−1; 1)H2Cyl(q2)[Cyl(q2) by setting F(s; t)= (1f(s); F 0 (s; t)) where 1 :
(−1; 1)H2 ! (1−; 1) is projection on the rst factor. Since each of the fam-
ilies f1Fg= f1fg and f2Fg= f2F 0 g is controlled, it is easily checked that
fF j 2A0g is also controlled.
Let A=qfAn j n=0 or n 5g. It follows from the facts that diam(Sp)(F(D1 I))
= 0 if 2A0 , that diam(Sp)(F(D1 I)) 4=
p
n, and that f2=png is decreasing with
limit 0, that fF j 2Ag is a controlled family of homotopies. Since fF j 2A0g is
also controlled family of homotopies, so is fF j 2A− C =A−qA0qA+g. Thus Sf
satises condition (1) for being a cobration.
The easier, but similar proofs that Sf satises conditions (0) and (2) for being a
cobration are left to the reader. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.4.
Proof of Proposition 2.5. We show that cf satises condition (1) for being a cobra-
tion in TOP cc=LC. Let f! : ([0; 1]; f0; 1g)!(X2 [H2(0; 1); X1[H1(0; 1) j2Ag
be a cc family of paths. Let A0A be chosen so that A − A0 is nite and so that
if 2A0, then ![0; 1]H2 (0; 1). Since X2 = (vp2)−1(c), such an A0 exists. Then
f! : [0; 1]!H2 (0; 1) j 2A0g is a family of paths in H2 (0; 1) that is cc at H2f1g.
Let 1 :H2 (0; 1)!H2 and 2 :H2 (0; 1)! (0; 1) be the projections onto the rst
and second factors respectively. An obvious adaptation of Proposition 1.5 shows that
(i) f1! : [0; 1]!H2 j 2A0g is a controlled family of maps with 1!(i)2H1 for
i=0; 1; and
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(ii) For each d with 0<d<1, only nitely many of the sets 2![0; 1] have 2![0; 1]
\ [0; d] 6= ;.
It now follows from (i) and the controlled 1-connectivity of (p2; p1) that there is a
nite subset A1A0 and a controlled family of homotopies fF : [0; 1] I!H2 j 2A0−
A1g relative to endpoints with F j [0; 1]f0g= 1! and F([0; 1]f1g)H1. Let
G(s; t)= (F(s; t); 2!(s)) for 2A0 − A1. Then G is a homotopy relative to end-
points from ! to a path  with image in H1 (0; 1). Furthermore, since the sec-
ond component of G is 2!, the image of G actually lies in H2 (0; 1). The
same adaptation of Proposition 1.5 used above now shows that the family of homo-
topies fG : [0; 1] I!H2 [0; 1] j 2A0 − A1g relative to endpoints is cc at
H2f1g.
Thus, we have shown that condition (1) for being a cobration in TOP cc=LC holds
except for the indices  2 (A−A0)[A1. However, these are easily handled. Indeed there
is a radius r such that for each  2 (A−A0)[A1, ![0; 1]X2 [H2 (0; r] =Cylr(q2).
Since the standard deformation retraction of Cylr(q2) into X2 carries Cylr(q1) through
itself into X1 and (X2; X1) is 1-connected, (Cylr(q2); Cylr(q1)) is also 1-connected. For
2 (A− A0)[A1, it is now routine to construct a homotopy relative to endpoints, G,
from ! to a path  in X1 [H1 (0; 1). Since it is easy to see that the entire family
fG j 2Ag is cc, this complete the proof that condition (1) for being a cobration in
TOP cc=LC holds.
The similar proofs that conditions (0) and (2) for being a cobration in TOP cc=LC
hold are left to the reader. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.5.
3. The geometric module functor
Let ADDCAT be the category of additive categories and additive functors. The
goal of this section is to dene the geometric module functor GMcc :TOP cc=LC!
ADDCAT and to establish some of its basic properties. At the end of this section
we also dene an additive category GMbc(X ;p) for certain maps p :E!X . We begin
with a general discussion of geometric modules and path matrix morphisms.
Let E be a topological space. We recall that a Moore path in E is a pair (!; l!)
where ! : [0;1)!E is continuous and constant on the subray [l!;1). A homotopy be-
tween Moore paths is a pair (H; lH ) where H : [0;1) [0; 1]!E and lH : [0; 1]! [0;1)
are continuous and H (−; y) is constant on [lH (y);1) for each y2 [0; 1]. As usual,
(H; lH) is a homotopy from 1(H; lH )=(H (−; 0); lH (0)) to 0(H; lH )=(H (−; 1);
lH (1)). We let !(1) and H (1; y) denote !(l!) and H (lH (y); y), respectively. We
also often suppress the functions l! and lH from the notation.
Let M(E) denote the set of Moore paths in E. We view M(E) as a category whose
objects are the points of E and whose the morphisms from x to y are the Moore
paths ! with y=!(0) and x=!(1). The usual concatenation of paths denes the
composition. We let H(E) denote the set of end point xing homotopies and regard
k (k =0; 1) as a function H(E)!M(E).
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Throughout this paper, we use the word \ring" to mean a ring with unit and the
property that if Rt is isomorphic to Rs M , then s t.
We wish now to dene a category GM (E) from which GM(E) will be constructed.
(Although these categories actually both depend on the ring R, we consistently suppress
it from our notation.) An object is a geometric module on E; that is, a pair (S; ) with
S a discrete set and  : S!E a function. We think of each s2 S as a basis element
which \sits at" the point (s)2E. A path matrix morphism (or simply a morphism)
’ : (S; )! (T; ) is a function ’ : T  S!RM(E) into the free R-module generated by
M(E). (The reader will note that the indexing corresponds to classical matrix notation.
In particular, the row index t corresponds to the range, and the column index s to the
domain.) There are two requirements on ’(t; s)=!rts(!)!; namely,
(1) If rts(!) 6=0, then !(0)= (t) and !(1)= (s); and
(2) For each s2 S, the set f(t; !)2T M(E) j rts(!) 6=0g is nite.
The rst condition says that each Moore path is regarded as a morphism from its end
point to its beginning point. A general morphism is then an R-linear combination of
such \atomic" morphisms. The second condition guarantees that matrix multiplication,
together with the composition inM(E), gives a well dened composition of morphisms.
The resulting category GM (E) is additive. Addition of morphisms comes from the
abelian group structure in RM(E) while direct sums arise by setting
(S1; 1) (S2; 2)= (S1q S2; 1q 2);
where q means the disjoint union. The inclusions and projections
(Sk ; k)
k−! (S1; 1) (S2; 2) k−! (Sk ; k) (k =1; 2)
involve only constant paths x; x2E. For example, 2(s; s2)= s; s 22(s2) for
(s; s2)2 (S1 q S2) S2, where  is the Kronecker delta. If S2 = ;, this also denes
the identity morphism on (S1; 1).
A path matrix homotopy (or simply a homotopy) from (S; ) to (T; ) is a function
 : T  S!RH(E), say (t; s)=Hrts(H)H , which satises the following conditions:
(1) If rts(H) 6= 0, then for all y2 [0; 1], H (0; y)= (t) and H (1; y)= (s); and
(2) For each s2 S, the set f(t; H)2T H(E) j rts(H) 6= 0g is nite.
The end point maps k :H(E)!M(E) (k =0; 1) extend by linearity to maps k :
RH(E)!RM(E) and  is understood to be a homotopy from 1 to 0. We also
write  : 1 ’ 0. This homotopy notion behaves well relative to composition, sum
and direct sum so that one has a corresponding homotopy category GM(E), which
is additive. If ’ is a morphism in GM (E), we denote the morphism it determines in
GM(E) by cls(’) and call ’ a representative for cls(’).
In this generality, GM (E) and GM(E) are usually not of much interest. To arrive
at interesting constructions, it is necessary to impose some additional conditions on the
objects, the morphisms, and the homotopies allowed. The conditions imposed in this
paper require either \continuous control at innity" or \bounded control". For objects,
a condition on the niteness  : S!E is required; for morphisms and homotopies, the
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conditions are expressed in terms of the certain families of subsets of E. In particular,
if ’ and  have ’(s; t)=rst(!)! and (s; t)=rst(H)H , we let

(’)= f! j rst(!) 6=0 for some (s; t)2 S Tg
and

()= fH j rst(H) 6=0 for some (s; t)2 S Tg
and will place restrictions on the following families:
F(’)= f!([0;1))E j !2
(’)g
and
F()= fH ([0;1) [0; 1])E j H 2
()g:
Another set of conditions giving \-control" is studied in [3].
With all this said, let (X ; B;p) be an object in TOP cc=LC and suppose p : E!B.
We dene an additive subcategory GM cc(X ; B;p) of GM (E) as follows: An object
(S; ) is in GM cc(X ; B;p) if the map p : S!X is proper (remember that S has the
discrete topology). A morphism ’ : (S; )! (T; ) is in GM cc(X ; B;p) if the family
F(’) is cc as dened in Section 2. We call such morphisms continuously controlled
or simply cc. If one similarly restricts homotopies to be cc, one arrives at the homotopy
category GMcc(X ; B;p) and observes that it is additive. Since it is easy to see that
composites of cc morphisms and=or cc homotopies are again cc, these \categories"
really are categories.
Remark 3.1. The correspondence (X ; B;p) 7! GM cc(X ; B;p) extends to a functor
GM cc :TOP cc=LC!ADDCAT:
Similarly, (X ; B;p) 7! GMcc(X ; B;p) extends to a functor
GMcc :TOP cc=LC!ADDCAT:
To see this, let (X1; B1;p1)! (X2; B2;p2) be a morphism in TOP cc=LC. Let K2X2
be compact. Since the closure of p1f
−1
p−12 (K2) is compact and is contained in X1,
if (S; ) is in GM cc(X 1; B1;p1), then f(S; )= (S; f) is in GM cc(X 2; B2;p2). In
addition, it follows directly from Proposition 1.4, that if ’ is a cc morphism then
f(’) is also cc. Here if ’=rst(!)!, then f(’)=rst(!)f!. Similarly, if  is a
cc homotopy, so is f(). The remark is now clear.
Now, let p :E!X be a continuous map from a topological space E to a metric space
X . Let K= fK j 2Ag be a family of compact subsets of E and call K boundedly
controlled or simply bc if
(1) For each compact set C X , only nitely many p(K) intersect C; and
(2) There is an integer d 0 so that for each K 2K, diamp(K)<d.
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Then GM bc(X ;p) is the subcategory of GM (E) with objects those (S; ) for which
p is proper and with morphisms those morphisms ’ in GM (E) for which the
family F(’) is bc. We call such morphisms boundedly controlled or simply bc. If one
similarly restricts homotopies to be bc, the resulting homotopy category is an additive
category denoted GMbc(X ;p). Although the description of it given there is somewhat
dierent, this is same as the category of boundedly controlled geometric modules on
=(p : E!X ) constructed in [5; Section 1] and denoted there by GM(;R).
4. The spaces KGMcc(cv) and KdGMcc(cv) are contractible
For any additive category A, we let K(A) denote the classifying space BA−1A
where A= IsoA is the category of isomorphisms in A and A−1A is the category
constructed in [11].
We recall from [10] that the idempotent completion bA of A is the category in
which an object is a pair (A; p) where p :A!A is a morphism in A with p2 =p
and a morphism f : (A; p)! (B; q) is a morphism f :A!B in A for which qfp=f.
We also recall from [5] that if B is a full additive subcategory of A, the idempotent
semicompletion eA of A with respect to B is the full subcategory of bA containing all
objects isomorphic to an object of the form (A; 1)(B; p) where A2A and (B; p)2 bB.
The following theorem is the main result of this section:
Theorem 4.1. Let =(B
p − H q−! X )2TOP=CM. Then the spaces KGMcc(cv)
and KdGMcc(cv) are contractible.
In this theorem c and v are the external and internal cone functors, respectively.
These functors are dened in Section 1.
As is the case with several other of the results in the next few sections, the proof
of Theorem 4.1 follows the proof of the corresponding result in [2] quite closely.
Because of this, for the remainder of this paper we simplify references to that paper
by writing simply [Corollary 2.3], etc., instead of the more standard [2; Corollary 2.3],
etc. Most of the new work in the proof comes in formulating and proving an analogue
of Theorem 2.1 which, for each object  in TOP=CM, displays GMcc(c) as a
colimit. The interplay between the open mapping cylinder and the large open mapping
cylinder is the key ingredient in doing this. Some preliminary remarks are needed to
explain this.
Let =(B
p − H q−! X ) be an object in TOP=CM and recall from Section 1
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in which the maps  are homeomorphisms. Since B is compact, we may regard O(B)
and vB, respectively, as the quotient spaces obtained from [0;1)B and [0; 1]B,
respectively, by collapsing 0B to a point. We also endow points x in O(B) and vB
with polar coordinates [t; ] with t 2 [0;1) and 2B.
If B is compact and metrizable, we x a metric d under which diamB 2 and
observe that the same formula used in Section 1 to dene a standard metric on vB,
namely
(x; y)=minfs; tgd(; ) + jt − sj
for x= [t; ] and y= [s; ] points in O(B), also denes a metric on O(B). We use this
metric throughout the remainder of this paper.
For any numbers r<s1, let
hr; si= f[t; ] j r t<sg
and, if 2B and <0, let
ang(; )= f[s; ] j 0<s and d(; )<g:
If x= [t; ], we let ang(x; )= ang(; ).
Let r= frn j n=1; 2; 3; : : :g be a strictly increasing sequence of integers. A family
K= f(K; k) j 2Ag of pointed compact subsets of OM(q) is r-dominated if there
are constants a; b and c so that for all but nitely many n, if O(p)(k)2 hrn; rn+1i, then
O(p)(K)hrn−a; rn+1+ai \ ang(O(p)(k); b=(n− c)):
Let R= fr j r is a strictly increasing sequence of integersg; for each r, let Fr
= fK jK is an r-dominated family of pointed compact subsets of OM(q)g; and set
r  s if Fr Fs. The relation  is clearly reexive and transitive, but is not anti-
symmetric; r  s and s  r may not imply r = s. To remedy this, we set r  s if
r  s and s  r, note that  is an equivalence relation, let R=R= , and denote the
equivalence class of r by r. The relation  then induces a partial order on R which
we also denote by .
Lemma 4.2. The partially ordered set R is directed.
Proof. We recall that the sequence r splices the sequence s if sn<rn<sn+1 for all
n. It is easy to see that if s is a subsequence of r, then r  s and that if r splices
s, then r  s. Since the proof of [Lemma 2.8] shows that any two sequences have
subsequences that are spliced, it follows from these observations that any two elements
in R have a common successor. Hence R is directed.
For each r 2R, let Br be the subcategory of GM (OM(q)) whose objects are the
geometric modules (S; ) for which O(p) is proper and whose morphisms are those ’
for which f(![0;1); !(1)) j!2
(’)g is r-dominated. It is readily checked that Br is
closed under composition and is a subcategory of GM (OM(q)). Similarly let Br be the
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homotopy category obtained from Br as in Section 3 by considering those homotopies
 for which f(H ([0;1) [0; 1]); H (1; 0)) jH 2
()g is r-dominated. The restric-
tion of  :GM (OM(q))!GM (cyl(q)) to Br induces functors Br!GM (cyl(q)) and
Br!GM(cyl(q)) that factor through GM cc(c)=GM cc(vB; B; vp) and GMcc(c)=
GMcc(vB; B;

vp), respectively. Let r denote either one of these factorizations.
For each r 2R; let Br =Br and Br =Br where r is any representative for r. As the
denitions make clear, Br and Br are well dened and if r  s, there are functors
Frs :Br!Bs and Frs :Br!Bs for which sFrs = r .
Theorem 4.3. For each object =(B
p − H q−! X )2TOP=CM; GMcc(c)
= colimBr where the colimit runs over r 2R. Furthermore; for each r; Br is isomor-
phic to GMbc(O(B);O(p)).
The category GMbc(O(B);O(p)) is dened in Section 3.
We now set the context, state and prove the four lemmas analogous to [Lemmas
2.4{2.7] on which the proof of Theorem 4.3 is based.
For the remainder of this section, if K  cyl(q), we shall denote −1(K) by K 0 and if
K= fK j 2Ag is a family of subsets of cyl(q), we denote −1(K)
= f−1(K) j 2Ag by K0.
Lemma 4.4. Let K= f(K; k) j 2Ag be a family of pointed compact subsets of
cyl(q) which is cc relative to (vB; B;

vp). Let r>0 and >0 be given. Then there is
an R>0 so that if O(p)(k 0)2 hR;1i; then O(K 0)hr;1i \ ang(O(p)(k 0); ).
Proof. Suppose no such R exists. Then for each integer n>0, there is a set K 0n 2K0
and a point y0n 2K 0n such that O(p)(k 0n)= [tn; n]2 hn;1i, but either sn<r or
d(n; n)> where O(p)(y0n)= [sn; n]. Since vB is compact, by passing to a sub-
sequence if necessary, we may assume that (vp)(kn) converges to a point b2B. Since
K is cc at B, it follows that (vp)(yn) also converges to b where yn= (y0n). But then
sn!1 and d(n; n)! 0 which is a contradiction.
Lemma 4.5. Let K= f(K; k) j 2Ag be a family of pointed compact subsets of
cyl(q) which is cc relative to (vB; B;

vp). Then there is a strictly increasing sequence
of integers r such that K0 is r-dominated.
Proof. The proof, based on Lemma 4.4, is a routine modication of the proof of
[Lemma 2.5] in which Sx(f) is replaced with [fO(p)(K 0)g where the union runs over
fK 0 2K0 jO(p)(k 0)= xg.
Lemma 4.6. The category Br0 =GM
bc(O(B);O(p)). Here r0 2R is represented by
r0 = (1; 2; 3; : : :).
Proof. We observe rst that Br0 and GM
bc(O(B);O(p)) have exactly the same ob-
jects; while the morphisms in Br0 (respectively, GM
bc(O(B);O(p))) are dened in
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terms of families of subsets of OM(q) that are r0-dominated (respectively, boundedly
controlled). Since the estimates given in the proof of [Lemma 2.6] show that a family
K0= f(K 0; k 0) j 2Ag of pointed compact subsets of OM(q) is r0-dominated if and
only if it is bc, the lemma is now obvious.
Lemma 4.7. For each r 2R; there is an isomorphism of additive categories hr :
Br0!Br .
Proof. Let r=(r1; r2; r3; : : :) represent r and r : [0;1)! [0;1) be the homeomor-
phism that maps [n; n + 1] linearly onto [rn; rn+1]. Dene a homeomorphism hr of
OM(q)=X q (0;1)H onto itself by letting hr(x)= x and hr(t; h)= (r(t); h). Then
hr induces a functor hr from GM(O(B);O(q)) to itself that maps Br0 isomorphically
onto Br .
Proof of Theorem 4.3. By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, it suces to prove only the rst
sentence. We note rst that for each r 2R, r :Br!GMcc(c) is bijective on objects.
Hence it suces to show that for any two objects Si=(Si; i) (i=1; 2) in GM
cc(c),
the natural map ^ : colimBr(S 01; S
0
2)!GMcc(S1; S2) is bijective.
We rst show ^ is onto. Let f2GMcc(S1; S2) be represented by ’ : S1! S2 and let
’0 : S 01! S 02 be the corresponding morphism in GM (OM(q)). Since K= f(![0;1);
!(1)) j !2F(’)g is then a family of pointed compact subsets of cyl(q) that is cc
relative to (cB; B;

vp), by Lemma 4.5 there is an r 2R such that K0 is r-dominated.
Hence ’0 determines a morphism f0 2Br with r(f0)=f.
We now show that ^ is one to one. So suppose f0i 2Bri (i=1; 2) is represented by




2). Then the morphisms ’i= (’
0
i) are cc homotopic. By
Lemma 4.5 we may lift the cc homotopy back to a homotopy that is r3-dominated
for some r3 2R. Since R is directed, there is an r 2R with rj  r ( j=1; 2; 3).
But then f1 and f2 meet in Br and ^ is one to one. This completes the proof of
Theorem 4.3.
The following lemma is the last ingredient needed to prove Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.8. For each 2TOP=CM; the categories GMbc(O(vB);O(vp))
and dGMbc(O(vB);O(vp)) are asque.








in which 0 is a homeomorphism and  is a Lipschitz equivalence (cf. [5; Section 1
and Appendix A.1]). The result now follows from the \Eilenberg swindle" argument
of [15].
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since GMcc(cv)= colimBr ; we also have dGMcc(cv)
= colim B^r . Since K-theory commutes with direct limits [18], for each i 0,
iKdGMcc(cv)= colim iB^r . But B^r =dGMbc(O(vB);O(vp)) is asque by Lemma 4.8,
so for each i 0, iKB^r =0. Hence iKdGMcc(cv)= 0 and KdGMcc(cv) is con-
tractible. Similarly, KGMcc(cv) is contractible. This completes the proof of
Theorem 4.1.
5. A Mayer{Vietoris property in TOP cc=LC
The goal of this section is to establish a Mayer{Vietoris property for the composite
functor KGM :TOP cc=LC!TOP. We begin with a denition.
Suppose given an object (X ; B;p)2TOP cc=LC. A decomposition of (X ; B;p) is
a diagram of objects in TOP cc=LC
(X 0; B0;p0)





j2−−−−−! (X ; B;p)
for which the following conditions hold:
(1) Yi is a subspace of Y for Y =X ; B; E and pi=p jEi for i=0; 1; 2;
(2) X i is closed in X and Bi=X i \ B for i=0; 1; 2;
(3) Y = Y1 [ Y2 and Y0 = Y1 \ Y2 for Y =X ; B; E; and p; and
(4) All maps in this diagram are inclusions.
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose the object (X ; B;p)2TOP cc=LC has a decomposition as
above. If each of the morphisms i1; i2; j1; and j2 is a cobration; then the follow-
ing diagram of spaces is a pullback up to weak homotopy




KgGMcc(X 2; B2;p2) j2−−−−−! KgGMcc(X ; B;p)
Proof. Let = fU jU X − X 0 is a neighborhood of B − B0 with U \ B0 = ;g. It
follows from [Lemma 3.2] that it suces to show the following diagram has the Mayer{
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Vietoris property relative to :




gGMcc(X 2; B2;p2) j2−−−−−! gGMcc(X ; B;p)
To see that the functors in this diagram are full and faithful, consider the following
diagram of additive categories:
GMcc(X 0; B0;p0)





j2]−−−−−! GMcc(X ; B;p)
Condition (1) of a cobration insures that each of the functors in this diagram is full;
while condition (2) guarantees that each is faithful. Since i1] is full and faithful, so is
its idempotent completion
i1] :dGMcc(X 0; B0;p0)!dGMcc(X 1; B1;p1):
But also gGMcc(X 1; B1;p1) is a full subcategory of dGMcc(X 1; B1;p1). It now follows
easily that i1 is full and faithful. The similar proofs that i2; j1 and j2 are full and
faithful are omitted.
Since the rest of the proof follows that of [Lemma 3.3] very closely, we describe only
the changes needed to adapt that proof to the present context. If (S; )2GMcc(X ; B;p)
and E1E, we denote (−1(E1); j) by SjE1. Let Ei (i=1; 2) be subsets of E. If
’(t; s)=!rts(!)! : (S; )! (T; ) in GM (X ; B;p), we let ’j : SjE1! T jE2 be given
by ’j=!r0ts(!)! where r0ts(!)= rts(!) if p!(0)2E2 and p!(1)2E1; and r0ts(!)
= 0 otherwise. If f= cls(’) in GMcc(X ; B;p), we set fj= cls(’j) in GMcc
(X ; B;p).
We may now describe the semicompletion gGMcc(X k; Bk ;pk) (k =1; 2; ;) concretely
in terms of those objects ((S; ); r) in dGMcc(X ; B;p) for which (S)Ek and r has
a representative =!rts(!)! satisfying the following condition:
(5.2) There is a neighborhood Uk of Bk − B0 in X k − X 0 so that if x=p(s)2Uk ,
there is only one path !2
() having either p(0)= x or p(1)= x. This
path is the constant path at (s) and rss(!)= 1.
We remark that in this condition if Sx =(p)−1(x) has more than one element, then
the same path ! appears once for each s2 Sx.
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Another change needed in the proof of [Lemma 3.3] comes in the construction of
the preferred decompositions of ((S; ); r). In this case, let =U X−X 0 satisfy (5.2)
and note that p−1(U )E − E0. We then let
((S; ); r)= ((S1; 1); 1) ((S0; 0); rj) ((S2; 2); 1)
where Si= SjEi \ p−1(U ) and i= j (i=1; 2), S0= SjE − p−1(U ) and 0= j,
and rj : SjE − p−1(U )! SjE − p−1(U ).
The next change needed in the proof of [Lemma 3.3] comes in the argument show-
ing that (S0; p0) is isomorphic to an object of dGMcc(X 0; B0;p0). In this case, the
existence of such an isomorphism is an immediate consequence of condition (0) of a
cobration.
Finally, we need to replace the appeal to [Lemma 1.2] with an appeal to the following
lemma:
Lemma 5.2. Let (X ; B;p)2TOP cc=LC and f : (S; )! (T; ) be a morphism in
GM(X ; B;p). Let C X be closed and W B be disjoint from C. Then there is a
neighborhood U of W in X−C so that fj : Sjp−1(U )! T jp−1(C) and fj : Sjp−1(C)!
T jp−1(U ) are both the zero morphisms.
Proof. Let ’=!rts(!)! represent f and w2W . Since C is closed and disjoint from
W , X − C is a neighborhood of w. Since ’ is cc, there is a neighborhood Uw of w
contained in X − C such that if p![0;1) \ Uw 6= ;, then p![0;1)X − C. In
particular, there is no path !2
(’) with one endpoint of p! in Uw and the other
in C. Let U = [ fUw jw2Wg. The rest of the proof is obvious.
The rest of the proof of [Lemma 3.3] carries over to the present setting with only
trivial modications and completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
6. A Mayer{Vietoris property in TOP=CM ∗
In this section, we apply the results of Section 5 to obtain a Mayer{Vietoris property
in TOP=CM and derive several important consequences from it. In order to state
our main results, we need a denition.
Let =(B









pi − Hi qi−! Xi) (i=0; 1; 2) is called a decomposition of  if the following
conditions hold:
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(1) Yi is a subspace of Y for (i; Y )2f0; 1; 2gfB;H; X g;
(2) Bi is closed in B for i=0; 1; 2;
(3) Y = Y1 [ Y2 and Y0 = Y1 \ Y2 for Y 2fB;H; X; p; qg; and
(4) All maps in this diagram are inclusions.
We are now ready to state the main results of this section. The proofs are temporarily
postponed.
Theorem 6.1. Let =(B
p − H q−! X ) be an object in TOP=CM and suppose
given a decomposition of  as above in which each of the morphisms is a cobration.







p − H q−! X )2TOP=CM, we set  I =(B I p 1 − H  I q−! X )
where  :H  I!H is projection on the rst factor. Let ji : !  I (i=0; 1) be
the inclusion that sends y to (y; i) for y2B;H and is the identity on X . We say
that the morphisms f0; f1 : !  are homotopic if there is a map F :  I!  with
fi=Fji (i=0; 1).
Corollary 6.2. Let 2TOP=CM and j0 : !  I be the inclusion at level 0. Then
j0 :KdGMcc(c)!KdGMcc(c( I))
is a homotopy equivalence. Hence the correspondence  7!KdGMcc(c) is a homotopy
functor.
For any object =(B
p − H q−! X ) in TOP=CM, recall that v=(vB vp −
Cyl(q) r−! X ) and let i : ! v be the inclusion that sends y to (y; 1) for y2B;H
and is the identity on X . Note that p is a p-NDR of vp relative to the inclusion and
that iX is 32 -connected since it is the identity. Hence i is a cobration by Corollary
2.3.
Let i=(Bi
pi − Hi qi−! Xi) (i=1; 2) be objects in TOP=CM, suppose f : 1! 2
is an embedding, and consider the diagram v1
i − 1 f−! 2 in which i is the
inclusion. Let B= vB1 [B2 be the pushout of the corresponding diagram of base spaces.
Since fB :B1!B2 is an embedding, B1 has a metric for which fB is an isometry and
under which diam B1 2. Since this metric extends over vB1, B is metrizable. It now
follows that
vB1 [B2 vp1[p2 − Cyl(q1)[H2 r1[q2−! X1 [X2 =X2
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is an object in TOP=CM which we denote by v1 [1 2. In this diagram the union of
Cyl(q1) and H2 is over H1 =fH (H1) and the union of X1 and X2 is over X1 =fX (X1).







k−−−−−! v1 [1 2
is a decomposition of v1 [1 2.
Corollary 6.3. Let 1! 2 be a cobration in TOP=CM. Then there is a bration
up to homotopy
KdGMcc(c1)!KdGMcc(c2)!KdGMcc(c(v1[12)):
Theorem 6.4. For any 2TOP=CM; there are homotopy equivalences




As in [Section 4], the following theorem is the main ingredient in the proofs of all
these results:
Theorem 6.5. Let =(B









of  in which each of the morphisms is a cobration. Then the following diagram of
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cj2−−−−−! (vB; B; vp)
in which

vpk : cyl(qk)! vBk (k =0; 1; 2; ;). It follows from the fact that the hypo-
thesized diagram in TOP=CM gives a decomposition of , that this diagram gives a
decomposition of (vB; B;

vp). Furthermore all morphisms in this diagram are cobrations
since c preserves cobrations. Theorem 6.5 now follows directly from Theorem 5.1.
The proofs of Theorems 6.4, 6.1 and Corollaries 6.2 and 6.3, respectively, follow
those of [Corollary 4.2, Theorem 4.4, Corollary 4.5 and Corollary 4.6], respectively
with only a few changes. Among these are to replace B(cX; X ;A) with GMcc(c),
\neighborhood retract" with \cobration", and to make the following additional amend-
ments:
Proof of Theorem 6.4. As in the proof of [Corollary 4.2], this is an immediate con-









Proof of Theorem 6.1. In addition to the changes noted above, we observe that the
suspension functor in TOP=CM preserves decomposition diagrams and recall that
by Proposition 2.4 it also preserves cobrations. The rest of the proof now follows that
of [Theorem 4.4] almost verbatim.
Proof of Corollary 6.2. The only additional observation needed to make the proof of
[Corollary 4.5] carry over is that
 −−−−−!  I?????y
?????y
v −−−−−! v[f0g  I
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is a decomposition diagram in which all morphisms are cobrations by Corollary
2.3.
Proof of Corollary 6.3. Let i=(Bi
pi − Hi qi−! Xi) (i=1; 2). Suppose rst that, in
addition to f being a cobration, p1 is a p-NDR of p2 relative to f. Then
1 −−−−−! 2?????y
?????y
v1 −−−−−! v1 [1 2
is a decomposition diagram in which all morphisms are cobrations by Corollary 2.3.
Since KdGMcc(cv) is contractible, the result follows immediately from Theorem 6.1.
Now consider the case of a general cobration. In this case, we let
02 = ([
1
2 ; 1]B1 [B2
p − [ 12 ; 1]H1 [ H2
q−! X2);
where p=1p1 [p2; q=fX q1[ q2 and  : [ 12 ; 1]H1!H1 is the projection, and
the union of [ 12 ; 1]Y1 and Y2 is over f1gY1 =fY (Y1) for Y =B;H . We also let
i01 : 1! 02 be the inclusion at time 12 . Then it is easily seen the p1 is a p-NDR of p02
relative to i01 and that i
0
1 is a cobration by Corollary 2.3. Hence there is a bration
up to homotopy
KdGMcc(c1)!KdGMcc(c02)!KdGMcc(c(v1[102)):
Corollary 6.3 now follows from the observations that the obvious inclusion 2! 02 is
a homotopy equivalence and that v1[102 is isomorphic to v1[12.
7. The homology theories
This section rst denes the functor eKcc :TOP=CM!SPEC and then shows
that it is a homology theory. It also denes graded-group valued reduced and relative
homology theories on TOP=CM and collects their basic properties.
Let SPEC be the category in which an object is an 
-spectrum fAn; ng and
a morphism f : fAn; ng!fBn; ng is a sequence of maps ffn :An!Bn j n 0g for
which nfn is pointed homotopic to 
(fn+1)n.
Let  2TOP=CM and dene an 
-spectrum eKcc() as follows: For n 0, let
eKcc()n=KdGMcc(cSn):
Then Corollary 6.4 shows there are homotopy equivalences
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by taking a homotopy inverse f−1 for f. Thus f eKcc()n; ng is an 
-spectrum and it
is readily checked that the correspondence  7! eKcc() denes a functor
eKcc :TOP=CM!SPEC:
For any object =(B
p − H q−! X ) in TOP=CM, let ;=(;  ;!X ). We
think of ; as the \empty object" in TOP=CM determined by .
Theorem 7.1. The functor eKcc :TOP=CM!SPEC is a homology theory on
TOP=CM; that is:
(1) For each object 2TOP=CM; eKcc(v) is contractible; and










(3) eKcc is a homotopy functor; and
(4) For any  2 TOP=CM; there is a natural isomorphism of 
-spectra
 eKcc() ’ eKcc(S).
Proof. Since KdGMcc(cSnv)=KdGMcc(cvSn) is contractible for each n by
Theorem 4.1, (1) is obvious. To prove (2), note that since suspension preserves de-
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is a pullback up to homotopy. Hence the bres of the horizontal maps are weak
homotopy equivalent. This implies that in the diagram of spectra
F −−−−−! eKcc(0) −−−−−! eKcc(1)?????y
?????y
?????y
F0 −−−−−! eKcc(2) −−−−−! eKcc()
in which the rows are brations, the natural map F!F0 is a weak homotopy equiv-
alence. Part (2) now follows easily. Part (3) follows immediately from the proof of
Corollary 6.2; while (4) is obvious from the denitions. This completes the proof of
Theorem 7.1.
Let eK( )=  eK( ) :TOP=CM!GA where  is the stable homotopy functor
and GA is the category of graded abelian groups.
Corollary 7.2. The functor eK( ) :TOP=CM!GA is a reduced homology theory;
that is
(1) eK( ) is a homotopy functor;
(2) There is a natural isomorphism  : eK()! eK(S);
(3) For any cobration f : ! ; there is a bration of spectra
eKcc()! eKcc()! eKcc(v[):
Hence there is an exact sequence
   −! eK() −! eK() −! eK(v[) −! eK−1() −!   
(4) For any ; eK(v)= 0;




in which all morphisms are cobrations; the inclusion v0 [ 1! v2 [  induces an
isomorphism eK(v0[01)! eK(v2[2) and there is an exact sequence
   −! eK(0) −! eK(1) eK(2) −! eK() −! eK(0) −!   
Proof. Parts (1), (2) and (4) follow immediately from Theorem 7.1. The proof of
Corollary 6.3, combined with Theorem 7.1, shows that there is a bration of spectra
eKcc()! eKcc()! eKcc(v[)
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from which (3) follows. Part (5) now follows from the observation that there is a
homotopy commutative diagram of spectra
eKcc(0) −−−−−! eKcc(1) −−−−−! eKcc(v0[01)?????y
?????y
?????y
eKcc(2) −−−−−! eKcc() −−−−−! eKcc(v2[2)
in which the rows are brations and the left-hand square is homotopy Cartesian. Hence
the vertical map on the right is a homotopy equivalence of spectra and eK(v0[01)
! eK(v2[2) is an isomorphism. The existence of the exact sequence then follows
from this and (3) by the Barratt{Whitehead Lemma [12; p. 99].
Let i=(Bi
pi − Hi qi−! Xi) (i=1; 2) be objects in TOP=CM. We say 1 is a
subobject of 2 if Y1Y2 for Y =B;H; X ; p1 and q1 are the restrictions of p2 and
q2; and the inclusion i : 1! 2 is a cobration. In this case, we call (2; 1) a pair in
TOP=CM. Note that for any object  2TOP=CM, the obvious inclusion ;! 
is a cobration; hence (; ;) is a pair in TOP=CM.
For any pair (; ) in TOP=CM, we dene K(; ) by setting K(; )
= eK(v[).
Theorem 7.3. The functor K( ; ) is a homology theory on the category of pairs
of objects in TOP=CM; that is
(1) K( ; ) is a homotopy functor;
(2) For any pair (2; 1) in TOP=CM; there is an exact sequence
   −! K(1; ;1 ) −! K(2; ;2 ) −! K(2; 1) −! K(1; ;1 ) −!   




in which all morphisms are cobrations; the inclusion (1; 0)! (; 2) induces an
isomorphism K(1; 0)!K(; 2) and there is an exact sequence
   !K(0; ;0 )!K(1; ;1 ) K(2; ;2 )!K(; ;)!K(0; ;0 )!   
Proof. Part (1) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 7.2(1). To prove (2), we
show that there is a bration of spectra
eKcc(+1 )! eKcc(+2 )! eKcc(v1[12):
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Part (2) then follows by taking homotopy groups. To show this bration exists, notice
that if 1! 2 is a cobration so is 1+! +2 where + = v;[;. Hence there is
bration of spectra
eKcc(+1 )! eKcc(+2 )! eKcc(v+1 [+1 +2 )
by Corollary 7.2(3) and it suces to show that the inclusion v1[12! v(+1 )[+1 (
+
2 )
induces a weak homotopy equivalence eKcc(v1[12)! eKcc(v+1 [+1 +2 ). To see this,
notice there is a cone point inclusion v;1 = (v  X1 ! X1)! (vB1 [ B2; Cyl(q1)







j1−−−−−! v(+1 )[+1 (
+
2 )
Notice further that by Corollary 2.3, all maps in this diagram are cobrations. SinceeKcc(v;1 ) and eKcc(vv;1 ) are contractible by Theorem 7.1(1), j1 induces the needed
weak homotopy equivalence by Theorem 7.1.(2).
The claim in (3) that K(1; 0)!K(; 2) is an isomorphism is just a restatement
of Corollary 7.2(5). The existence of the exact sequence now follows from this and
(2) by the Barratt{Whitehead lemma.
8. Some calculations
In this short section we compare the behavior of eK( ) and K( ; ) under coprod-
ucts and give an easy calculation which describes the K-theory of  S1. The latter
result is used in an essential way in [3].
Let k =(Bk
pk − Hk qk−! Xk) (k =1; 2) have the same basepoint space X =X1 =X2
and set
1 q 2 = (B1 q B2 p1qp2 − H1 q H2 q1_ q2−! X ):







j2−−−−−! 1 q 2
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in which all the morphisms are inclusions and are cobrations. So by Corollary 7.2(5),
there is a exact sequence
   −! eK(;) −! eK(1) eK(2) j−! eK(1 q 2) −! eK−1(;) −!    ;
where j=(j1 j2). Note that if 1 =  and 2 = v;, then 1q2 = +. So as a special
case of this construction, we obtain the exact sequence
   −! eK(;) −! eK() j−! eK(+) −! eK−1(;) −!   
since the eK(v;) term vanishes by Corollary 7.2(4). In Section 9, we show thateK(;)= eKR1X , the usual algebraic K-theory of the ring R1X . Hence, in general,
the map j fails to be an isomorphism. On the other hand, applying Theorem 7.3(3)
to the preceding decomposition diagram gives the exact sequence
   −!K(;; ;)−!K(1; ;) K(2; ;) j−! K(1 q 2; ;)
−!K−1(;; ;)−!   
in which j=(j1; j2). In this case, j is an isomorphism since K(;; ;)= 0.
Let =(B
p − H q−! X ) be an object of TOP=CM. For any space Y , we set
Y =(BY p 1 − H Y q−! X ) where  is projection on the rst factor. Knowing
the behavior of j is of use in proving the following proposition which is used in
Section 9 and plays an important role in [3]:
Proposition 8.1. For any object  2 TOP=CM there is a natural; naturally split;
short exact sequence
0!K(; ;) −! K( S1; ;) −! K−1(; ;)! 0:
Proof. Let D1 be the upper and lower semicircles in S
1. Then
( S0; ;) −−−−−! (D1−; ;)?????y
?????y
(D1+; ;) −−−−−! ( S1; ;)
is a decomposition diagram in which all morphisms are cobrations. Hence there is an
exact sequence
   !K( S0; ;)!K(D1−; ;) K(D1+; ;)!K( S1; ;)
!K−1( S0; ;)!K−1(D1−; ;) K−1(D1+; ;)!   
Since K( S0; ;)=K((; ;)q(; ;)), the result now follows from the observations
above and elementary arguments.
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9. The comparison between boundedly controlled and continuously controlled
K-theory
We recall from Section 1 that each object =(B
p − H q−! X ) in TOP=CM,
determines a map O(p) : OM(M)!O(B) and we let GMbc()=GMbc(O(B);O(p))
be the category of boundedly controlled geometric modules dened in Section 3. The
reader will see that this construction is slightly dierent from the open cone construction
used in [5] in that it puts a copy of X , rather than just a single point, over the cone point
in O(B). Nonetheless, the arguments used in [5], combined with those of this paper,
show that the collection of spaces eKbc()= fKdGMbc(Sn)g may be endowed with the
structure of an 
-spectrum and that the functor eKbc :TOP=CMSPEC is a homology










in which the maps  are homeomorphisms. It is straightforward to see that there is
also an induced additive functor
# : GMbc(OM(q);O(p))!GMcc(vB; B; v (p))
which in turn induces a natural transformation  : eKbc! eKcc of spectrum-valued fu-
nctors on TOP=CM.
The section contains a proof of the following theorem
Theorem 9.1. Let =(B
p − H q−! X ) 2 TOP=CM. If there is a simplicial
complex K with jK j=B whose skeleta present p as a stratied system of brations;
then
 : eKbc()! eKcc()
is a weak homotopy equivalence of spectra. Hence  induces an isomorphism on
algebraic K-theory.
Let =(B
p − H q−! X ) be an object in TOP=CM. If AB, we let jA=
(A
pj − p−1(A) qj−! X ) and pjp−1(A)=pj :p−1(A)!A. Let ;=B−1B0   
Bm=B be a ltration of B by closed subsets. Following [20, Appendix], we say this
ltration presents  as a stratied system of brations if for each n 1, pn−1 is a
p-NDR of pn where pn=pj :p−1(Bn)!Bn and for each n 0, pjp−1(Bn−Bn−1) is
a bration.
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We now state the lemmas used to prove of Theorem 9.1 while temporarily deferring
their proofs. The argument used to prove [6, Proposition 4.2] also shows that to prove
Theorem 9.1 it suces to prove the next two lemmas.
Lemma 9.2. For any space X;  : eKbc(;X )! eKcc(;X ) is a weak homotopy equiva-
lence of spectra where ;X =(;  ;!X ).
Lemma 9.3. For all n 0; the map
 : eKbc(n; n−1)! eKcc(n; n−1)
is a weak homotopy equivalence of spectra where n= jjKnj.
The following corollary is really an addendum to the proof of Lemma 9.2.
Corollary 9.4. There is a weak homotopy equivalence of spectra K(R1X )
! eKcc(;X ).
In this corollary K(R1X ) is the spectrum [16] assigns to the ring R1X .
Now if =(B
p − H q−! X ), let fvg=(B p − H vH−! fvg) and consider the
morphism (1; 1; vX ) : ! fvg. We shall see below that Lemma 9.3 is a consequence
of the following lemma which is also needed in [3].
Lemma 9.5. For any object (B
p − H q−! X ) 2 TOP=CM; the morphism
(1; 1; vX ) : ! fvg induces weak homotopy equivalences of spectra eKac(; ;)!eKac(fvg; ;fvg) (a=b; c). Hence for any object 2TOP=CM; eK(+) is indepen-
dent of the basepoint space X .
We now turn to the deferred proofs.
Proof of Lemma 9.2. A standard argument shows it suces to prove Lemma 9.2 in
the case when X is path connected. In this case, let FR1X be the additive category
of nitely generated free R1X modules. Then the constructions of [16, 2] respectively,
assign spectra eKb(;;FR1X ) and K(;;FR1X ), respectively, to the empty space ;.












 are weak homotopy equivalences.
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To construct this diagram, let n 0 and consider the object Sn(;X )2TOP=CM
where ;X =(;  ;!X )=R(;; F). A simple induction argument shows that Sn;X
=(Sn−1
Snp − Sn−1X q−! X ) where Snp and q are the projections on the rst and
second factors, respectively. Let x0 2 X be any point and let GMccsec(vSn−1; Sn−1;

v
Snp)GMcc(vSn−1; Sn−1; v Snp) be the full subcategory whose objects (S; ) have
(S) vSn−1fx0g and let GMbcsec(Rn;

v Snp)GMbc(Rn; v Snp) be dened
similarly.






dGMccsec(vSn−1; Sn−1; v Snp)
icn #−−−−−! dGMcc(vSn−1; Sn−1; v Snp)
in which the horizontal maps are equivalences of categories.
Let BFR1X be the category of based, nitely generated free R1X modules
and C(Rn;BFR1X ) and C(Rn;FR1X ), respectively, (respectively, B(Dn; Sn−1;
BFR1X ) and B(Dn; Sn−1;FR1X ), respectively,) be the categories of [16] (respec-
tively, of [2]) of geometric modules on Rn with coecients in BFR1X and FR1X ,
respectively, and bounded morphisms (respectively, morphisms with continuous control
at Sn−1).
We wish to construct a functor
jbn#:bC(Rn;BFR1X )!dGMbcsec(O(Sn−1);O(Snp)):
To do this let M = fMz j z 2Rng be an object of C(Rn;BFR1X ). Then for each z, Mz
is a free R1X module equipped with a basis Sz for which SuppM = fz 2Rn jMz 6= 0g
is locally nite. Let (SM ; M ) be the pair with SM = qfSzjz 2SuppMg and M (s)= (z;
x0) if s2 Sz. Then (SM ; M ) is an object in GMbcsec(O(Sn−1);O(Snp)) and we set
jbn(M)= (SM ; M ). On the other hand, if f:M!N is a morphism in C(Rn;BFR1
X ), then f= ffzw j z; w2Rng where fzw :Mz!Nw is an R1X -linear map. In partic-
ular, if Sz and Tw are the bases of Mz and Nw, respectively, then for each s2 Sz,
we have fzw(s)=tst where ts=rts(!)! for some rts 2 R and !2 1X . Dene
’:TN  SM !RM(RnX ) by setting ’(t; s)=rts(!)(ts; ! 0) where ts is the linear
path in Rn from w to z and ! 0 is any loop in X representing !. We set jbn(f)= cls (’).
It is straightforward to check that if f is bc, then jbn(f)2GMbcsec(O(Sn−1);O(Snp))
and that jbn is a functor. Then j
b
n# is the functor on idempotent completions induced
by jbn .
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A similar construction yields a functor jcn# : eB(Dn; Sn−1;BFR1X )!gGMccsec(vSn−1;
Sn−1;








bB(Dn; Sn−1;BFR1X ) j
c
n#−−−−−! dGMccsec(vSn−1; Sn−1; v Snp)
in which the horizontal maps are again equivalences (in fact, isomorphisms) of cate-
gories.
Finally, let U :BFR1X !FR1X be the functor that forgets bases. It is simple
to see that U induces functors Uan# (a=b; c) making the diagram
bC(Rn;FR1X ) U
b






bB(Dn; Sn−1;FR1X ) U
c
n # −−−−− bB(Dn; Sn−1;BFR1X )
commute and that the horizontal maps are equivalences.
We now construct the diagram of spectra needed to complete the proof of Lemma 9.2.
We rst recall that the nth constituent spaces of the spectra eKb(;;FR1X ) and eK(;;F
R1X ), respectively, are KbC(Rn;FR1X ) and KbB(Dn; Sn−1;FR1X ), respectively.
Now, consider the diagrams obtained by applying the K-theory classifying space func-
tor to each of the last three diagrams. Since each of the horizontal maps in these
diagrams is an equivalence of categories, the induced map at the K-theory space level
is a homotopy equivalence. Let an=Kian#Kjan#(KUan#)−1 (a=b; c) where (KUan#)−1
is a homotopy inverse for KUan#. The commutativity up to homotopy of the diagram
of spectra follows easily from the commutativity of the three diagrams of K-theory
classifying spaces and the denition of an. Furthermore, by construction, the maps
a= fan j n=0; 1; 2; : : :g (a=b; c) are homotopy equivalences of spectra. Since  0 is
a weak homotopy equivalence of spectra by [2; Lemma 5.4], this completes the proof
of Lemma 9.2.
Proof of Corollary 9.4. Since eKb(;;FR1X ) is exactly the spectrum [16] assigns to
R1X , Corollary 9.4 follows immediately from the proof of Lemma 9.2.
The proof of Lemma 9.3 requires a lemma.
Lemma 9.6. Let =(B
p − H q−! fvg) be an object in TOP=CM and suppose K
is a simplicial complex whose skeleta present p as a stratied system of brations:
Then for each n 1; there is a regular neighborhood N of jKn−1j in jKnj with the
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following properties:
(a) The inclusion n−1! jN is a homotopy equivalence;
(b) jjKnj − Int N is homotopy equivalent to q = q (n 1 − nY q−! fvg)
where the coproducts run over the set In of n-simplices of K; Y=p−1(t) for some
point t in the interior of 2 In; and 1 is the projection on the rst factor; and
(c) Every morphism in the following decomposition diagram is a cobration:
j@N −−−−−! jN?????y
?????y
jjKnj − Int N −−−−−! n
The proof of this lemma uses a simple observation whose proof we leave to the
reader:
Lemma 9.7. Let i=(Bi
pi − Hi qi−! fvg) (i=1; 2) be an object in TOP=CM
for which pi is a bration. Let f : 1! 2 be a morphism in TOP=CM for which
(fH ; fB) :p1!p2 is a bre homotopy equivalence: Then f is a homotopy equivalence:
Proof of Lemma 9.6. Let Bj = jKjj and Hj =p−1(Bj). Then pj =pj :Hj!Bj for
j= n− 1; n and since pn−1 is a p-NDR in pn, there are neighborhoods UY of Y n−1 in
Y n (Y =B;H) for which there are homotopies GY :UY  I! Y n satisfying pGH =GB(p
 1) and having GY jY f0g=1, GY (y; t)=y for y2Y n−1, and GY (Y f1g)Y n−1.
Let N1 be a regular neighborhood of Bn−1 in Bn contained in UB. By the continuity of
GB and the compactness of Bn−1 I , there is another regular neighborhood of Bn−1
in Bn, N2 IntN1 for which GB(N2 I)N1. The inclusion n−1! jN2 is then al-
most a homotopy equivalence. The problem is that the homotopy G takes values in
jN1 rather than in jN2. To remedy this, we note that since N2 IntN1, the inclu-
sion @N2!N1−IntN2 is a homotopy equivalence. Since pjN1−IntN2 is a bration, it
follows from Lemma 9.7 that j@N2! jN1−IntN2 is a homotopy equivalence. Hence
so is the inclusion jN2! jN1. Let F : jN1! jN2 be a homotopy inverse for the
latter inclusion and N =N2. Then FG gives the homotopy needed to conclude that
n−1! jNn−1 is a homotopy equivalence. This completes the proof of (a).
The proof of (b) proceeds by noting that there is a homeomorphism fB :Bn−IntN!
qn, where the coproduct is over In, and that the map hBpjp−1(Bn−IntN ) is a bra-
tion. Hence there is a bre homotopy equivalence fH :p−1(Bn−IntN )! q (nF)
where 2 In and F=p−1(t) for some t 2 Int . Part (b) now follows from Lemma 9.7.
To prove (c), let M be a regular neighborhood of @N in N . Since pjp−1(Bn−Bn−1)
is a bration, so is pjM and it follows easily that pj@N is a p-NDR in pjN . Hence
the inclusion j@N! jN is a cobration by Corollary 2.3. The similar proofs that the
other maps in the diagram in (c) are cobrations are left to the reader. This completes
the proof of Lemma 9.6.
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Proof of Lemma 9.3. We prove Lemma 9.3 rst in the case when  has basepoint
space X = fvg, a single point. To simplify notation in this proof, we assume Kn−Kn−1
consists of a single n-simplex n. We claim that to prove the lemma it suces
to prove that for any object 2TOP=CM of the form =(n 1 − nY q−!
fvg),  : eKbc(; j@n)! eKcc(; j@n) is a weak homotopy equivalence of spectra.
To establish the claim, note that if n=0, then 0 = (0 1 − 0Y q−! fvg) while
j@0 = ;fvg. So in this case, Lemma 9.3 is identical with the claim.
Suppose now that n 1 and let N be the regular neighborhood of Kn−1 in Kn
constructed in Lemma 9.6 and let =(n 1 − nY q−! fvg) where Y =p−1(t) for
some t 2 jKnj−N . We then have a commutative diagram





eKcc(n; n−1) −−−−−! eKcc(; jNn−1))  −−−−− eKcc(; j@n)
in which the indicated horizontal maps are homotopy equivalences; those on the left
by Lemma 9.6(a) and the homotopy invariance of eKbc and eKcc, and that on the lower
right by Lemma 9.6(b), (c), excision, and Corollary 7.2(5). On the other hand, an
examination of the proof of [5; Theorem 3.3(vi)] shows that the map on the upper
right is also a homotopy equivalence. So the map  on the left is a weak homotopy
equivalence if and only if the map  on the right is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Thus the claim is established.
We now prove the claim assuming Lemma 9.5. To do this, we let Y =(n
2 −
nY 2−! Y ), where 2 is projection on the second factor. Then by Lemma 9.5 the
morphism (1; 1; vY ) : Y !  induces the indicated weak homotopy equivalences in the
diagram:




eKcc(Y ; Y j@n) −−−−−! eKcc(; j@n)
Thus to show the  on the right induces a weak homotopy equivalence, it suf-
ces to show the  on the left induces a weak homotopy equivalence. But since
v(Y j@n)[ @nY =(Sn 1 − SnY 2−! Y )= Sn;Y , the map  on the right is a weak
homotopy equivalence by 9.2 and 7.2(2). This completes the proof of Lemma 9.3 in
the case when  has base point space a point.
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Suppose now that =(B
p − H q−! X ) has general base point space X . Then there
is a commutative diagram of spectra:
eKbc(n−1; n) −−−−−! eKcc(n−1; n)?????y
?????y
eKbc(n−1fvg ; nfvg)
−−−−−! eKcc(n−1fvg ; nfvg)
in which the indicated map is a weak homotopy equivalence by the argument above.
To complete the proof, it therefore suces to show that the vertical maps are also
weak homotopy equivalences. To see this in the cc case, consider the commutative
diagram of spectra
eKcc(n−1+) −−−−−! eKcc(n+) −−−−−! eKcc(vn−1[n−1n)?????y
?????y
?????y
eKcc(n−1+fvg ) −−−−−! eKcc(n+fvg) −−−−−! eKcc(vn−1fvg [n−1fvg nfvg)
in which the rows are the brations used in the proof of Theorem 7.3(2) and the
vertical maps are induced by the collapsing map (1; 1; vX ) : +! +fvg. Since the two
vertical maps on the left are weak homotopy equivalences by Lemma 9.5, so is the
third vertical map. The reader may supply the similar proof for the bc case. This
completes the proof of Lemma 9.3.
It remains only to prove Lemma 9.5.
Proof of Lemma 9.5. We give the proof only for the cc case since the bc case is
similar. Then for any object  of TOP=CM, there is a natural, naturally split, short
exact sequence
0!Kcc (; ;)!Kcc ( S1; ; S1 )!Kcc−1(; ;)! 0
by Proposition 8.1 and where we have written Kcc instead of K to emphasize that this
is the cc case. An easy induction argument, using the fact that ( S1)fvg= fvg S1,
now shows that we need prove the proposition only in degrees >0. In these degrees,
however, Kcc (; ;)= eK(+) is simply Quillen’s K-theory of the additive category
GMcc(c(+)). Now let =(fvg vX − X idX−! X ), and note that there is a commutative







where  and fvg are the obvious inclusions. It is easily seen that the induced func-
tor :GMcc(c)!GMcc(c(+)) is full and faithful and presents GMcc(c(+)) as a
GMcc(c)-ltered category in the sense of Karoubi [14]. A similar statement holds for
fvg. Hence there is a commutative diagram of additive functors
GMcc(c)






where  and fvg are the natural projections onto the Karoubi quotients Q and Qfvg.
There is also the related diagram






in which the semicompletions are with respect to GMcc(c) and GMcc(cfvg), re-
spectively, and Q and Qfvg are still the Karoubi quotients of e and efvg, respec-
tively. Moreover, the functor Q!Qfvg is an equivalence of additive categories. Since
= v;X , the space KdGMcc(c)=KdGMcc(cv;X ) is contractible by Theorem 4.1. Sim-
ilarly KdGMcc(cfvg) is contractible. The desired conclusion now follows by looking
at the homotopy brations of Theorem 5.3 of [17] and remembering that for degrees
>0, there is no dierence between the K-theory of a category and that of its semi-
completion.
10. Controlled K-theory is a Quinn homology theory
This section was added to the original paper in the last half of 1997 and early 1998.
In it, we take advantage of some results of Ferry and Pedersen [9] to show that, for
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a large class of maps, the controlled K-theory as dened in [3] extends to a Quinn
homology theory. Although the results of [9] that make this extension possible are not
new (indeed Pedersen showed us the key arguments some 8 or 9 years ago), they have
only recently become available in preprint form. It is the rst main theorem of this
section that uses the ideas in [9].
Theorem 10.1. Suppose p :E!B has the property that B= jK j is the underlying
space of a nite simplicial complex relative to which p admits an iterated mapping
cylinder structure. Let i 1. Then lim1Ki(B;p)=0. Hence there is an isomorphism
 : eKcci (+p)!Ki−1(B;p)c:
The reader should note that there is an inconsistency between the notation used
in this paper and that used in [3]. In particular, the group denoted eKcci (+p) above is
identical with the group denoted Kcci (
+
p) in [3] and is not the same as the \reduced"
K-theory group appearing in [3].
In this section, we also combine Theorem 10.1 with results from this paper, [5, 6]
to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 10.2. The functor that sends (K; F)2TOP=SIMP to
fKi(B;p(K; F))c j i 0g
extends to a Quinn homology theory from TOP=SIMP to integer graded abelian
groups. In particular; there is a spectral sequence Ers; t with E
2
s; t =Hs(cat(K);Kt(F))
part of which converges to K(B;p(K; F))c.
We recall from the Introduction that TOP=SIMP is the category whose objects
are pairs (K; F) where K is a simplicial complex and F : cat(K)op!TOP is a (co-
variant) functor to the category of spaces. Here cat(K)op is the category whose objects
are the simplices 2K and with one morphism !  whenever  is a face of . We
also recall that p(K; F):E!B= jK j is the obvious map from E, the homotopy colimit
of F , to B.
A morphism (K1; F1)! (K2; F2) is a pair (f; ) where f :K1!K2 is a simplicial
map and  :F1!F2(catf), where catf is the obvious functor induced by f.
The main new step in the proofs of Theorems 10.1 and 10.2 is a variation on the
K1-Squeezing Theorem, [9; Theorem 3.8]. In order to state it and the result needed to
prove it, we introduce some new denitions.
Let p :E!B be a map with B a locally compact metric space. We recall from [3;
Section 3] that a family of subsets of E, F, is end pointed if each set F 2F comes
equipped with an ordered pair of points (bF ; eF) in F and that F is bounded by 
if we have p(F)B(bF ; )\B(eF ; ) for each F 2F. Here B(x; ) is the closed ball
with center b and radius .
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Let S =(S; ) and T =(T; ) be geometric modules in E for which the maps p
and p are proper and let ’ : S! T be a morphism. We say ’ is bounded by  if
the family 
(’) is bounded by . Similarly, a homotopy  of morphisms is bounded
by  if 
() is bounded by . Here 
(’) and 
() are the families dened in
Section 3.
We recall from [3; Section 3] that  : S! S is an -isomorphism if it is an -
morphism and there is an -morphism 0 : S! S for which the composites 0 and 0
are both 2-homotopic to the identity.
Note that if B is compact, the condition that p be proper amounts to the requirement
that S be nite. Thus, the geometric modules considered here are exactly the geometric
modules that are used in dening the groups Ki(B;p) with (i 1) in [3].
The following theorem is a variation on [9; Theorem 3.8].
Theorem 10.3 (K1-Squeezing). Let K be a nite simplicial complex. There exist a
number n>0 and an integer ln>0 depending only on n=dimK with the following
property: Suppose the map p :E!B= jK j has an iterated mapping cylinder structure
relative to K . Suppose S =(S; ) is a geometric module in E with S nite and that
 : S! S is an -automorphism. If  n; then for every < there is a geometric
module T =(T; ) in E and a -isomorphism  : T! T such that  and  represent
the same element in K1(B;p)ln.
In this theorem, both T and  depend on .
Proof. This theorem will follow from the K1-Vanishing Theorem, Theorem 10.4 below,
just as in [9] the K1-Squeezing Theorem, Theorem 3.8, follows from the K1-Vanishing
Theorem.
Proof of Theorem 10.1. It is easy to see that the natural map fK1(B;p)g! ImfK1
(B;p)!K1(B;p)lngln is an isomorphism of inverse systems. Since Theorem 10.3
shows that the latter system is Mittag{Leer and it is well known that lim1 vanishes
for Mittag{Leer systems, we see that
lim1 K1(B;p)=0:
That this result for K1 descends to lower K-theory now follows immediately from [3;
Corollary 3.11, p. 25]. The rest of 10.1 then follows from [3; Theorem 1.1].
Proof of Theorem 10.2. For i 0; it follows from Theorems 9.1 and 10.1 that there
is a string of isomorphisms
eKbci+1(+p )! eKcci+1(+p)!Ki(B;p)c:
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On the other hand, [6; Theorem 1.1], shows that for all i; there is an isomorphism
 :Hi+1(K; v+; S(p))! eKbci+1(+p);
where S is the 
-spectrum valued functor that associates to a space X its non-
connective K-theory spectrum as dened in [16]. Since the main results of [6] show that
the theory on the left is a Quinn homology theory, the rst statement of Theorem 10.2
follows by combining the two lines above. Finally, [5; Theorem B] shows there is
a spectral sequence fErs; t ; drg converging to eKbci+1(+p) with E2s; t =Hs(cat(K);Kt(F)).
Combining these results establishes the remaining part of Theorem 10.2 and completes
its proof.
As indicated above, the key step in the proof of Theorem 10.3 is the following
variation on the K1-Vanishing Theorem of [9].
Theorem 10.4 (K1-Vanishing). Let K be a nite simplicial complex. There exist a
number n>0 and integers kn; ln>0 depending only on n=dim K with the following
property: Let p :E!B= jK j have an iterated mapping cylinder structure relative to
K . Let S =(S; ) be a geometric module in O(E) for which O(p) is proper and
O(p)(S) lies outside the open unit ball in O(B). Let  : S! S be an -automorphism
of S with  n. Then there exist a geometric module T =(T; ) in O(E) and elemen-





is bounded by ln; and ( idT )ln idST .
In order to make complete sense of Theorem 10.4, we need to specify the metric on
O(B). We endow RN with the metric d((xi); (yi))= maxfjxi − yi j j i=1; : : : ; Ng and
let RN+ = fx=(xi)2RN j xi 0 for i=1; : : : ; Ng. We also recall from [5; Section 5],
that for any simplicial complex K , there is a barycentric embedding b0 : jK j!RN+, for
some N , whose image is a cubical subcomplex of the unit sphere fx2RN+ jd(x; 0)=1g.
To make the approach taken here consistant with that of [9], we follow b0 with the
homeomorphism of RN that sends x to 2x − 1 where 1 is the vector all of whose
coordinates are 1. Let b : jK j!RN be the resulting embedding.
It is easy to see that b(jK j)=L is a cubical subcomplex of the unit sphere in RN .
We endow the large open cone O(jK j) with the metric obtained by identifying jK j with
L via b and O(jK j) with fty j t 0 and y2Lg of RN . In particular, if p :E!B= jK j;
then there is an induced map O(p) :O(E)!O(B) and we bound morphisms (or ho-
motopies of morphisms) of modules in O(E) using this metric on O(B).
Proof. As in [9; Proof of Theorem 3.7], the proof proceeds by induction up the dual
(cubical) skeleta ;=D−1D0D1    Dn= L of the cubical complex L. The
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inductive hypothesis is the following: For j−1, there exist numbers j; j>0 and
integers kj and lj with the following property: Suppose p and S are as in the state-
ment of Theorem 10.4 and that  : S! S is an -automorphism of S with  j. Then
there exist a geometric module Tj =(Tj; j) in O(E) and elementary automorphisms





is bounded by lj and j( idTj)lj idS Tj over Nj (O(Dj)).
In the inductive hypothesis we are using the following conventions:
(1) For any AO(jK j) and any geometric module (R; ) in O(E), RjA=(−1O(p)−1
(A); j).
(2) If  :R!R is any morphism, then jA :RjA!RjA includes exactly those paths
!2
() for which O(p)(!([0;1)))A.
(3) If ;  :R!R, we say   over A provided jA jA.
(4) For any AO(jK j) and any >0; N(A) is the open -neighborhood of A in
O(jK j).
If j=−1, we can take j = j =1; kj =1; lj =1; Tj =0, and 1 = id. Since D−1 = ;,
these choices will work. Now suppose the inductive hypothesis holds for j. Let 0= j
( idTj); 0= lj; S 0= S Tj, and 0= j. Theorem 10.4 will be established once the
following lemma, which provides the basis for the inductive step, is proven.
Lemma 10.5. Let 0>0. There is a number 00>0 and a positive integer l0>13 with
the following property: Let 0 : S 0! S 0 be an 0-automorphism with 0<00 for which
00 idS0 over N0(O(Dj)). Then there exist an integer l0>13; a geometric module






by l00 and 0(0 idT 0)l00 idS0T 0 over N0−l00(O(Dj+1).
Proof. The rst step in the proof is to replace 0 with a more tractable morphism
00. This is done as follows: Suppose 0=ts0(t; s) where 0(t; s)=!rts(!)! as in
Section 3.
(1) If neither s nor t lies over N0−0(O(Dj)), let 00(t; s)= 0(t; s).
(2) If either s or t lies over N0−0(O(Dj)) and s 6= t, let 00(t; s)= 0.
(3) If either s or t lies over N0−0(O(Dj)) and s= t, let 00(t; s)= 1s where s is
the Moore path of length 0 at 0(s) and 0 : S 0!O(E).
Since 00 idS0 over N0(O(Dj)), it follows that 000 0. In addition, 00=1 over
N0−0(O(Dj)) and there are no paths in 00 with one end in N0−0(O(Dj)) and the
other end not in N0−0(O(Dj)). Of course, for this to make sense, we must have 0<0.
For convenience in the remainder of the proof, we will engage in some overkill and
assume 5000<0.
Applying the same construction to 0, an 0-inverse for 0, gives a morphism 00
with similar properties. In general, 00 is not an 0-inverse for 00. However, since
000060 1 and 000060 1, we see that 00 is a 30-automorphism with inverse 00.
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We now wish to complete the proof by using an innite repetition (Eilenberg swin-
dle) argument similar to the proof given in [9] to establish Theorem 3.8. An analysis
of the latter proof shows it has several steps. They include:
(1) nding certain disjoint submodules of the module under consideration corre-
sponding essentially to the \top cells" of Dj+1;
(2) translating each of those submodules, and the morphisms restricted to them, by
a small amount in an appropriate direction;
(3) stabilizing by repeating the translations countably often and adding up the trans-
lated modules; and, nally,
(4) using two identities, each of which involves six elementary matrices, to complete
the proof.
In the case at hand, step 1 is accomplished as follows: Let  be an n− (j+1) face
of L= jK j and D() be the dual of  in L. We think of D() as a \top cell" of Dj+1.
Let I()=O(D()) − N0−1500(O(Dj)) and N ()=N750(I()). It is easy to see that
the sets fN () j  an n − (j + 1) face of Lg are pairwise disjoint. Hence so are the
modules fS 0= S 0jN ()g and the morphisms f00 = 00jN ()g.
To accomplish step 2, we must do two things: Translate N () a small amount in
an appropriate direction and, since our modules and morphisms live in O(p)−1(N ()),
cover the translation of N () with one of O(p)−1(N ()). The needed translation of
N () is given by setting t(z)= z + b where b is the barycenter of  and  is any
xed number <0.
Finding a translation T of E() covering t is facilitated by several observations
concerning the spaces E() and N (). They are
(a) There is a homeomorphism g : [O(@D())[D()] [0;1)! I() under which
the rays x [0;1) are mapped to rays parallel to the vector b.
(b) There is a homeomorphism h : I() Int!N () in which we think of Int()
as an n− (j + 1) ball normal to I().
(c) The translation t corresponds to the shift (x; y; z)! (x; y+1; z) under the com-
posite homeomorphism
@N () [;1) Int() g1−! I() Int() h−! N ():
(d) There is a homeomorphism G :O(p)−1(@I()) [0;1)!O(p)−1(I()) mak-
ing the following diagram commute




@I() [0;1) g−−−−−! I()
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(e) There is a homeomorphism H :O(p)−1(I()) Int()!E() making the fol-
lowing diagram commute:




I() Int() h−−−−−! N ()
Observations (a){(c) follow easily for an inspection of the geometry of B= L=
b(jK j), the way L is embedded in the unit cube of RN , and the construction of O(L).
Observations (d) and (e) then follow from an inspection of the geometry of the map
p :E!B that uses heavily the fact that p has an interated mapping cylinder structure
relative to K .
With the above observations in hand, one simply denes T to be FT 0F
−1
 where
F is the composite
O(p)−1(@I()) [0;1) Int() G  1−! O(p)−1(I()) Int() H−! E()
and T 0(x; y; z) + (x; y + 1; z).
Steps (3) and (4) may now be completed by an obvious modication of the proof
of 3.7 in [9].
This completes the proofs of Lemma 10.5 and Theorem 10.4.
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